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ABSTRACT
A method which quantifies the contributions of various fuel transport mechanisms to
the overall distribution of the injected fuel inside a port-injected spark-ignition engine is
described. The results of the application of this method to several sets of simulated start-up
data are presented. The fuel accounting analysis consists of measurements of the mass of
fuel injected, the mass of fuel burned (via single-zone heat release analysis of cylinder
pressure data), the mass of in-cylinder fuel vapor prior to combustion, and the mass of
unburned hydrocarbon (HC) emissions in the exhaust. The simulated test procedure
attempts to accurately model the engine behavior during a realistic starting and warm-up
cycle without incurring the increased difficulty of making fuel accounting measurements
under extremely transient conditions. The start-up tests were performed with three different
fuels of varying volatility as defined by their drivability index. The volatility variation was
intended to generate a data base to quantify the effects of fuel volatility on fuel vaporization
rates in the intake system of a port-injected engine and the subsequent effects on combustion
quality and exhaust HC emissions under starting and warm-up conditions. Variations in the
simplified start-up fuel injection strategy were made to justify the need for enrichment of the
initial injected fuel to improve start-up attributes.
Starting on the first cycle was achieved in all cases regardless of the initial
enrichment of the fuel; however, the amount of enrichment does significantly affect the
combustion character of the next several cycles. In general, the duration of the enrichment
effects caused by a large injected fuel mass in the first cycle are extremely short-lived. The
duration depends both on the amount of fuel injected and the fuel volatility. Higher initial
injected mass and lower volatility extend the duration of the enhancement of combustion due
to enrichment. Once the initial enrichment effects dissipate, the fuel volatility plays an
important role in establishing stable combustion. As the enrichment is stopped, the fuel-air
mixture in the cylinder becomes vary lean due to poor evaporation characteristics in the
intake port. The equivalence ratio and vapor concentration build-up rate appear to rely
heavily on the T5o point of the fuel. An increase in T50 point of 220 F from that of the average
commercial gasoline leads to a lower initial equivalence ratio once the start-up enrichment
effects end. This precludes combustion for a much longer time (-20 to 30 cycles). From an
equivalence ratio of 0.6 to 0.7, the engine fires sporadically with extremely low GIMEP
values. Misfires are generally not seen once the equivalence ratio reaches 0.7 to 0.75.
Substantial cycle-to cycle variations in work output occur until the equivalence ratio reaches
0.9 or above. Finally, the Tgo point of the fuel appears to have the most significant impact on
the exhaust HC emissions. The effect is most likely due to the presence of more in-cylinder
liquid fuel. The Tgo point does not appear to have significant adverse effects on combustion.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Government legislation in the United States, Japan, and the European Union
regarding pollution caused by automobiles has been steadily driving automotive
manufacturers to reduce unburned hydrocarbon (UHC) emissions from spark-ignition
engines for the last several decades. The greatest reductions were achieved in the 1970s due
to the introduction of three-way exhaust catalyst technology. However, exhaust catalysts
require time to heat up to their "light-off' temperature and are typically ineffective during
the first minute of engine operation. It is now recognized that over ninety percent of the
UHC emissions in federal testing (i.e. the United States' Federal Test Procedure or F.T.P.),
occur during this time period when the exhaust catalyst is not operating [1]1. Strict proposed
legislation on UHC emissions are prompting the automotive manufacturers to look for ways
to decrease the amount of hydrocarbons emitted prior to catalyst light-off. The future U.S.
ULEV (Ultra-Low Emissions Vehicle) standards call for under 0.040 grams per mile of non-
methane hydrocarbon emissions (NMHC). This number represents a tenfold decrease from
the 1991 federal passenger car standard.- In order to meet the future HC emissions
standards, it will be necessary for manufacturers to reduce emissions greatly during the
transient phase of starting and warm-up.
While the government mandates that auto makers limit vehicle emissions, customers
place other demands on the auto makers to provide a vehicle which performs well even
during the transient warm-up period. The consumer desires an engine which starts rapidly
and exhibits little combustion variability or drivability problems during warm-up. Large
Numbers in brackets denote references which are listed at the end of this work.
numbers of misfires and partial burning cycles during warm-up are evident to the driver as
reduced power, acceleration, and engine harshness. These performance characteristics,
rather than emissions characteristics, usually determine whether or not a consumer will buy
the vehicle in question.
Precise control of the in-cylinder equivalence ratio through a better understanding of
then mixture preparation process in the intake port and cylinder is seen as the most likely
method for reducing UHC emissions in starting and warm-up without sacrificing good
drivability characteristics. Mixture preparation is dependent upon many factors including
heat transfer in the intake port, injector type and targeting, fuel injection strategy (including
amount injected and injection timing), fuel distillation properties and droplet size, and
ambient conditions. As a result, the mixture preparation process is very complex to study in
depth. This work is limited in scope to studying the effects of fuel volatility on the mixture
preparation process and the consequent effects on UHC emissions and combustion quality.
1.2 Background
This section is intended to provide insight into the features of the spark ignition
engine starting process and why it is difficult for engine manufacturers to find an economical
way to meet emissions standards under start-up conditions. This includes a discussion of
typical engine behavior when starting from "cold" conditions. Furthermore, it will delineate
the conditions which are believed to be responsible for the high level of UHC emissions
during start-up and idling. Finally, this section will attempt to explain what impact fuel
volatility may have on the level of UHC emissions and vehicle drivability during cold starts.
1.2.1 Overview of HC Emissions Sources
The sources which contribute to engine-out hydrocarbon emissions in spark-ignition
engines under steady-state operating conditions are well-defined [2]. Unburned
hydrocarbons result from fuel which escapes the normal combustion event within the
cylinder. These sources consist of both fuel-air and fuel-only varieties. The fuel-air sources
consist of crevice mass storage, flame quenching near the cylinder walls, bulk quenching
under extremely lean cases, and exhaust valve leakage. Fuel-only sources include
absorption-desorption mechanisms in oil layers and combustion chamber deposits and
diffusion-controlled combustion of liquid fuel droplets and films within the cylinder. Under
normal conditions, about 91.5% of the fuel in the cylinder burns on average. Some of the fuel
which escapes the normal combustion process oxidizes late in the cycle as the fuel enters the
hot burned gases in the cylinder and exhaust port. Inevitably, a small fraction of the in-
cylinder fuel is not oxidized or is only partially-oxidized, leading to UHC emissions in the
engine's exhaust gas stream.
1.2.2 Start-up Engine Phenomena in SI Engines
During engine starting, the engine is cranked by a starter motor at low speeds
(typically 150 rpm) until combustion begins. As each cylinder fires the engine speed
increases dramatically. Most engines operate on a real-time basis early in the start due to
the lack of accurate crank position information. As a result, in the early cycles, fuel injection
and spark timing are not synchronized with the actual in-cylinder events. As much as a forty
percent deviation from the mean amount of fuel injected in the first several cycles was
noticed by Schurov and Collings [3 ].
Due to the cold condition of the engine's exhaust gas oxygen (EGO) analyzer and hot-
wire airflow sensor, the start-up generally occurs under open-loop control. Engine
management systems typically rely on the coolant temperature to determine the amount of
fuel injected on each cycle and the spark timing due to the lack of information on airflow and
charge composition. Engine events are usually controlled by empirically-calibrated look-up
tables for these quantities. The target fuel-air equivalence ratio in most modern engines is
unity due to the use of exhaust catalysis; however, it is difficult to meet this mark during
starting due to the lack of feedback control data.
1.2.3 Mixture Preparation with Port Fuel Injection
Due to the cold intake port surfaces, fuel evaporation in the intake port during
starting is poor. Spark-ignition engines require fuel to be injected at several times the
stoichiometric proportion in the first several cycles to ensure prompt initiation of combustion
despite the reduced fuel vaporization. This strategy results in a pool of liquid fuel to be
accumulated inside the intake port. Additionally, due to geometric constraints, the fuel
spray wets the intake port walls with small droplets of liquid fuel. Eventually, this liquid fuel
enters the cylinder. Only a fraction of the fuel that makes its way to the cylinder during the
early stages of starting participates in the combustion process, while most is expelled during
the exhaust stroke [3]. Liquid fuel both in-cylinder and on the port wall acts as a fuel storage
"capacitor", making precise control of air-fuel ratio difficult during transient operation. The
build-up of liquid fuel within the engine cylinder is believed to be the most prominent
contributor to the increased UHC emissions which occur during the warm-up period.
In a test where the minimum fuel amount to achieve stable combustion was injected
every cycle, Takeda et al. found that the liquid fuel film in the intake port increases for the
first 300 cycles of the start-up. Furthermore, increased UHC emissions were measured while
the liquid fuel pool was increasing in size [4]. It is believed that the liquid fuel may be
absorbed in the oil film on the cylinder liner, resulting in increased UHC emissions in the
exhaust as the fuel desorbs from the oil late in the expansion stroke. Additionally, liquid fuel
may cause in-cylinder mixture inhomogeneity, causing degraded combustion quality.
Liquid fuel accumulated in the intake port during starting makes its way to the
cylinder by several methods. Through in-cylinder photography, Shin detailed the processes
which appear to transport liquid fuel to the cylinder. They are instant atomization of fuel
accumulated on the port and valve surfaces, strip atomization of this fuel by the incoming
airflow, squeezing of the liquid film on the valve seat as the valve impacts at intake valve
closing, and liquid film flow during the intake valve open period [5]. Meyer and Heywood
found evidence of the instant atomization, strip atomization, and film squeezing by PDPA
analysis of the droplet size and velocity profiles near the valve curtain area during the
forward intake flow [6].
1.2.3 a. Effect of Injection Strategy and Injector Type
Fuel injected is aimed either on the back of the intake valve after the intake valve
closes (closed-valve injection) or at the open intake valve area during the intake stroke (open-
valve injection). Typically, engine manufacturers opt for closed-valve injection (CVI);
however, increasing interest is being shown in using open-valve injection (OVI) because it
reduces the amount of over-fueling required to start the engine. CVI is preferred generally
because it allows for the fuel to be evaporated by the hot backflow of the exhaust gases into
the intake manifold during the valve overlap period. Additionally, the valve is generally
hotter than the rest of the intake port components, providing an excellent surface for fuel
evaporation. Lower start-up HC emissions are obtained with closed valve injection [7].
Open-valve injection greatly reduces the amount of intake port wetting, yet it also
results in poorer mixture homogeneity due to less time for evaporation and larger amounts of
in-cylinder liquid fuel due to direct impingement of incoming fuel droplets on the exposed
cylinder liner. Thus, it is hard to reduce start-up HC emissions by changing injection timing
alone. Open-valve injection with improved fuel atomization, generally results in less port
wall-wetting and in-cylinder wetting. The result is lower UHC emissions during the engine
start and warm-up period. Fuel droplet size also affects the engine-out emissions during the
starting period. Smaller droplets result in less wall wetting, and therefore, lower HC
emissions [4,7]. Finer atomization is usually achieved by more complex injection equipment
(e.g. pre-vaporized or air-assisted injectors). These injectors incur a fuel economy penalty in
order to operate them and are expensive. Any subsequent reduction in engine-out HCs
should be balanced against these costs.
Injection timing also greatly influences where the liquid fuel is located in the cylinder
during starting. Witze and Green visualized liquid fuel films through the piston crown using
laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) [8]. They observed liquid fuel accumulation around the
valve seat and valve surface for CVI. In the case of OVI, the liquid fuel appeared to be
impinging mainly upon the piston crown directly from the fuel spray.
1.2.3 b. Fuel Effects
Fuel distillation properties also play an important role in the liquid fuel dynamics
during the starting process of an SI engine. Gasoline is composed of many hydrocarbon
components with a wide range of boiling points. Heavier (higher boiling points) components
are thought to be retained in the port longer due to port wall temperatures which are
insufficient to vaporize these fractions of the fuel. Takeda et al. also found that intake port
wetting, in-cylinder liquid fuel, and hydrocarbon emissions all increase drastically as the T50
point of the fuel increased. Therefore, the T5 o temperature of the fuel is one of the most
influential factors in reducing UHC emissions during cold starting. Furthermore, Yang et al.
noticed that and increase in heavy components in the fuel was always accompanied by a
consistent increase in unburned hydrocarbon emissions [9]. Furthermore, Quader et al.
Showed that reducing the Tgo point of the fuel from 178oC to 1460C reduced HC emissions by
more than thirty percent [10]. An earlier study by Quader found that a high degree of fuel
aromaticty led to an increase in engine-out HCs. Finally, the extensive Auto/ Oil Air Quality
Research Improvement Program found that the HC emissions increase due to fuel Tg0 was
more significant for newer vehicles with PFI, ostensibly because PFI allows shorter times for
evaporation of liquid fuel relative to older carbureted systems [11].
1.2.3 c. Ambient Temperature Effects
Alkidas and Drews also studied the effects of engine component temperature on HC
emissions. They found that mixture preparation has no significant effect on the level of
emissions at warmed-up conditions (900 C); however, as the engine component temperature
decreased from 200 C to -6o C, the difference in HC emissions between cases using gaseous
fuel and those using liquid fuel (California Phase II gasoline) increased drastically [7].
Quader et al., in a study of T90o effects on start-up emissions reported that the in-cylinder
equivalence ratio based on known air and fuel flow rates was significantly higher than the
equivalence ratio determined by exhaust gas analysis when the engine component
temperature was -70C. Therefore, at cold temperatures, a large portion of the fuel supplied to
the engine does not participate in the normal combustion event. This effect was more
pronounced for high T9o fuels [13].
1.3 Possible Causes of Increased HC Emitted Under Cold Start Conditions
While the sources of hydrocarbon emissions during warmed-up operation are well-
publicized, little experimental evidence exists to explain why the HC emissions levels
increase so drastically during the start-up and warm-up period. Typically, the increased HC
emissions have been attributed to mixture enrichment used to provide rapid starting and the
increased presence of liquid fuel in the cylinder under cold conditions. However, the
equivalence ratio in the cylinder is usually lean for many cycles after starting despite the
enrichment of the first few injection pulses [14]. Clearly, there must be other factors
contributing to the abnormally high UHC levels during this stage of operation. Furthermore,
the timescale for the HC peak seen in start-up data of 2 to 10 seconds is far shorter than the
timescale for the build-up of liquid fuel in the port which reaches its maximum between 20 to
50 seconds after start [15].
It is believed that the following are possible sources of increased HC during cold-
starting: (1.) increased presence of liquid fuel in the cylinder, (2.) increased crevice size due
to low component temperatures, (3.) increased absorption in the lubricating oil due to thicker
oil films on the liner, (4.) significant number of misfired cycles, (5.) incomplete combustion,
(6.) rich air-fuel ratio excursions, (7.) locally-rich mixture zones in the cylinder near liquid
fuel sources, (8.) increased flame quenching due to cold walls, and (9.) lower post-flame
oxidation due to lower gas temperatures caused by cold walls and increased charge dilution.
1.4 Objectives
In this section, the main goals of this research are explained, and an overview of how
these goals are to be met is described. More detailed descriptions of the experimental
procedure will follow in Chapter 2.
The first objective of this work was to develop a robust set of diagnostic tools for
measuring the effects of fuel volatility on mixture preparation in a port-injected spark-
ignition engine under production ECU (Electronic Control Unit) control. The diagnostics
must be able to be used under a wide variety of intake manifold pressures and engine speeds
due to the dynamics of the start-up process. Upon completion of this task, an experimental
procedure for quantifying cold-start characteristics in a motored engine environment was
developed to ensure minimal variability from test to test. For each cycle of the test, the mass
of fuel injected, the mass of fuel vapor reaching the cylinder, the mass of fuel burned, and the
mass of fuel escaping the combustion process as UHC emissions was measured. Additionally,
plans were made to repeat the tests in a cold-start test facility at various ambient
temperatures on a production-controlled engine; however, these experiments were not
performed due to time constraints.
Several sets of simulated start-up tests performed on a motored engine were performed with three
gasolines of varying volatility. To simplify the analysis, the fuel volatility was characterized by the
drivability index which is an empirical correlation relating fuel drivability to three important distillation
characteristics of the fuel- the To1 , T50, and T90 points. The fuel volatility variations were intended to show
how the distillation characteristics of the fuel influence the rate at which a stoichiometric fuel-air mixture is
generated. Also, it was hoped that some conclusions could be drawn about how fuel composition affects
liquid fuel accumulation inside the intake port. In addition to the fuel variations, the injection strategy
based on closed valve injection timing was varied by altering the enrichment of the first injection pulse.
The purpose of the different enrichments is to provide experimental evidence for why over-fueling in the
first few cycles is necessary to ensure good start-up performance.
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CHAPTER 2
DESCRIPTION OF FUEL-ON TRANSIENT STARTING EXPERIMENT
This chapter details the engine used for this work including all sensors used in the
collection of the fuel-accounting data. Furthermore, the procedure for a simulated starting
experiment applicable to a motored engine is delineated. Finally, the experimental plan is
outlined.
2.1 Experimental Apparatus
2.1.1 Test Engine
The engine used for the experiments described in this work was based on a modified
Ricardo Hydra Mk. III single-cylinder research engine. The engine was modified however to
incorporate a modern engine design with four valves per cylinder, a centrally-located spark
plug, and a pent-roof, fast-burning combustion chamber. The engine used for the
modifications was the Volvo B5254 FS five-cylinder engine used in the Volvo 850 production
automobile. The crankcase for the Ricardo engine was modified to accept the crankshaft,
connecting rod, piston, and cylinder liner of the Volvo engine. Throughout this work, the
engine will be referred to as the Volvo single-cylinder engine.
The cylinder head consisted of a section of the Volvo cylinder head which was cut so
that only one combustion chamber remained. Valve events and other significant geometry
for the engine is provided in Table 2.1. The coolant and lubrication loops for this cylinder
were not modified, but the channels leading to the other cylinders were sealed to avoid
leakage. The cylinder head also contained two '2" / 20 threaded holes located at opposite
sides of the combustion chamber, centrally located between the intake and exhaust valve on
the front and back of the engine. These holes allowed access to the cylinder for
instrumentation such as pressure transducers and FFID sampling probes and were sealed by
copper washers (see Figure 2.2). Additionally, the holes could be plugged by threaded blanks
when not in use.
The engine intake system consisted of a customized single straight intake runner
with the original injection spray geometry maintained. The engine uses conventional port
fuel injection (PFI). Injection is accomplished by a Bosch EV1.3A injector with a nominal 200
cone angle aimed symmetrically at either intake valve. A large aluminum box was placed
between the intake port and the throttle plate to simulate the effect of the intake plenum in a
production engine. The throttle must be positioned manually, thus making changes in
engine load during the middle of an experiment impractical.
2.1.2 Controls and Instrumentation
The engine was coupled to an Eaton Dynamatic AF 6360 dynamometer. The tests
were performed with the dynamometer operating in the constant speed configuration. The
crankshaft is equipped with a shaft encoder which produces a clock pulse once every degree
of crankshaft rotation. A bottom dead center (BDC) pulse generator is used to determine the
absolute crankshaft position each cycle. A TTL signal is provided once per cycle when the
crankshaft reaches BDC of the compression stroke. Timing of cycle events such as start of
injection and spark timing are set using this point as a datum.
The amount of fuel injected was controlled manually by selecting the duration of
injection, thus making transient fuel injection prone to operator error. To simulate transient
fuel delivery during starting an additional fuel injection driver was implemented. The
second injection controller allowed the user to input the steady state injection using the
aforementioned control logic; however, on the first cycle, the injection could be enriched by
setting a potentiometer in the control circuit to a value corresponding to the injection
pulsewidth duration for that cycle only. After the first cycle, control of fuel injection was
returned to the standard controller.
The engine coolant and lubrication oil were cooled by a counter-flow heat exchanger
using city water supply at near-ambient temperature. The coolant temperature was
instrumented via Type K thermocouples at the inlet to the cylinder head and at the outlet of
the head and engine block. All coolant temperatures used in this work were measurements
taken at the outlet of the engine block. The lubricating oil temperature was also measured at
the engine inlet and outlet by Type K thermocouples.
A laminar flow element and air filter were located at the inlet of the air induction
system. The laminar flow element (LFE) was used to measured the steady-state volumetric
air flow rate. It also incorporated a Type K thermocouple to measure the temperature of the
intake air. A 125 liter surge tank was located between the LFE and the throttle valve to
damp out short time-scale pressure fluctuation effects on the airflow reading. In addition, a
slow-response vacuum pressure transducer was located on the downsteam side of the throttle
plate to monitor the intake manifold absolute pressure (IMAP).
2.1.3 Sensors and Data Acquisition
The Volvo engine was instrumented to acquire cylinder pressure data, in-cylinder
and exhaust port hydrocarbon vapor concentrations, and exhaust port oxygen concentration
once per crank angle degree. Cylinder pressure was acquired by a Kistler Model 6121
pressure transducer mounted in one of the %" holes in the combustion chamber wall. It was
connected to a Kisler Model 5010 charge amplifier. The in-cylinder and exhaust port
hydrocarbon vapor concentrations were captured using a two-channel Cambustion HFR-400
fast-response flame ionization detector (FFID, referred to hereafter as FID) with dual
hydrocarbon sampling modules. One FID sampling probe was placed in the second Y2" hole
in the cylinder head. The other FID probe was located in the exhaust port approximately
fifteen centimeters downstream of the exhaust valve. Further details of the FID sampling
equipment is treated in the next chapter. The exhaust manifold was also equipped with an
NTK universal exhaust gas oxygen analyzer (UEGO) located approximately 75 centimeters
from the exhaust valve. Finally, a fast-response vacuum pressure transducer was located in
the intake port to monitor IMAP fluctuations during start-up which could not be detected by
the upstream transducer. This sensor was located approximately ten centimeters from the
intake valve.
2.2 Experimental Development
2.2.1 Objective
The start-up process in a spark-ignited engine is highly transient. The engine starts
from a starter motor at a cranking speed of about 150 rpm. The intake manifold pressure
starts near atmospheric, but drops quickly during the first several cycles since the throttle is
almost completely closed. The engine remains at its idling load (approximately 0.25-0.40 bar
IMAP depending on vehicle and accessory loading) throughout its warm-up. After the first
firing cycle, the engine speed rapidly rises, reaching values of around 1500 rpm after several
firing events. It then gradually subsides to its idle speed (600-700 rpm typically) where it
remains throughout warm-up. In addition, the fuel delivery to each engine cylinder is highly
dynamic. It is typical for the cylinder to receive a large injection several times larger than
the stoichiometric requirement for the airflow during the first cycle and often during the
second cycle. This is done to ensure that the engine fires quickly even though cold intake
port walls and inlet valve provide for poor fuel evaporation. After, the engine fires, the
injected fuel is cut to slightly less than the stoichiometric requirement and gradually
increased to the stoichiometric target level as the engine reaches steady-state..
[16]
Due to the lack of starter motor and the use of manual controls for injection, ignition,
and throttle position on the Volvo test engine, design of a considerably simplified experiment
for monitoring fuel volatility effects on start-up behaviors was required. However, it was
desired that this simplified test accurately reflected the conditions within the intake port and
cylinder during a real start-up in some average sense.
2.2.2 Test Conditions
In order to simulate the engine start-up, fixed values of intake manifold pressure,
engine speed, and spark timing were chosen to reflect an average of these dynamic
parameters in a real engine start. The speed chosen for the experiments was 1000 rpm.
Spark timing was set at a fixed value of 230 BTDC, which is near the spark timing for
maximum brake torque (MBT timing) at steady state for the test conditions. The load was
set for an approximate air mass flow rate of 1.55 to 1.60 grams of air per second. This airflow
corresponded to an IMAP of 0.45 to 0.55 bar depending upon ambient air conditions at the
time of the test. This varied considerably since the tests were taken over a period of several
days. The engine speed and load chosen were higher than the "mean" values over the
starting and idle warm-up period because the most significant liquid fuel behavior is thought
to occur relatively close to engine starting, and these conditions were felt to adequately
represent the engine phenomena during this period.
Additionally, an injection strategy was adopted using a first cycle injection of several
units of fuel, where unit injection is defined as the amount of fuel required for the engine to
operate at stoichiometric when the engine is warmed-up (T,coolant= 60 o C). Following this
enriched first pulse, each subsequent cycle receives an injection consisting of one unit of fuel.
The unit injection was determined by varying the injection pulse width until a UEGO sensor
reading of X=1.0 was obtained with the engine operating at steady-state and warmed up.
Fuel was injected on the closed inlet valve at 1200 ABDC (64o after intake valve closing). The
effect of open-valve injection on start-up HC emissions is well-publicized and was not studied
here.
The heat exchanger used for heat rejection from the engine coolant has a much larger
thermal capacity than the radiator found in a production automobile. For these experiments
it was desired to warm the engine components during the test in a manner similar to the how
they would be heated in a real engine start. Therefore, the supply of water to the heat
exchanger was turned off once the engine components were cooled to ambient temperature.
The only source of component cooling during the experiment was the circulation of the engine
coolant by the coolant pump. Due to the large volume of coolant used in the test engine
configuration, the engine still warmed up much more slowly than in a typical vehicle start.
2.2.3 Test Procedure
Prior to the experiment, the fast FIDs were lit and allowed to warm up for thirty
minutes. This allowed the flames in each unit to reach a steady operating point, and also
reduced the drift of the charge amplifier used in the collection electronics. At this time, the
sampling line heaters and the air heater for the in-cylinder FID were turned on and allowed
to reach steady state temperatures (see Section 3.3.2 c. for further detail).
The stoichiometric unit injection was assumed to remain constant through all of the
tests performed with the same fuel. Calculations for the amount of fuel injected in the first
cycle for subsequent tests were made by first calculating the fuel volume injected using the
unit pulse width by the injector calibration. This volume factor was then multiplied by the
number of units which were to be injected on the first cycle, and the injector opening
duration corresponding to this fuel volume was calculated from an injector calibration curve.
From this required pulse width, the required resistance value for the potentiometer on the
start-up injection driver was calculated and this value was set.
At this time, the dynamometer was activated to motor the engine. The engine speed
was set to 1000 rpm. Next, the intake air flow rate was adjusted to give approximately the
same mass flow rate as that used for the first test in which the unit injection was
determined. There was some uncertainty in the air mass flow rate as the ambient conditions
may have changed slightly between tests. This resulted in small (less than five percent)
deviations in the steady state equivalence ratio. The early start-up cycles should be fairly
comparable despite the small fueling differences between tests.
Once the engine speed and load were set, the exhaust and in-cylinder FIDs were
calibrated using mixtures of known concentration. Further details of these calibration
procedures are given in Sections 3.2.3 and 3.3.3.d. The fast-response IMAP transducer was
also calibrated at this time. It was important that the experiment be performed immediately
following calibration as the FID output may drift slowly over time.
Following calibration, the water supply to the coolant heat exchanger was shut off,
and the ignition was enabled. Once the data acquisition was prepared, the fuel injection
trigger was activated. From this trigger signal, the injection and data acquisition were
started on the next BDC compression pulse. Data was acquired from the cylinder and intake
manifold pressure transducers, the in-cylinder and exhaust port FIDs, and the heated UEGO
sensor in the exhaust. All data was acquired simultaneously at a resolution of one point per
degree crank angle for the first two minutes from starting. The coolant outlet temperature,
steady-state intake manifold pressure, and volumetric airflow rate were recorded at one
minute intervals for the first ten minutes of the test. They were also recorded at fifteen and
twenty minutes. Data was also acquired for one hundred cycles at five, ten, fifteen, and
twenty minutes from start in order to compare steady-state data to the start-up data.
2.2.4 Engine Preparation for Subsequent Testing
Large amounts of liquid fuel were expected to be present in the cylinder and intake
port during the tests. In addition, it is likely that significant amounts of liquid fuel will
accumulate in the lubricating oil during a start-up test. This liquid fuel had to be purged
between experiments. Purging was achieved by firing the engine on pre-mixed propane for
several minutes after fuel injection was shut off. It was important for the liquid fuel to be
purged by firing, rather than by motoring the engine and letting the airflow strip the fuel off
the intake port wall. When the engine fires, the backflow of hot gases into the inlet manifold
during valve overlap helps to vaporize the accumulated liquid fuel in the intake port.
Motoring the engine allows most of this fuel to enter the cylinder as liquid and impinge upon
the cylinder liner, mixing with the lubricating oil. This fuel absorbed in the lubricating oil
may be desorbed from oil films on the liner as the engine fires in later tests. If this occurs,
fuel accounting calculations will be in error. As a precaution, once the liquid fuel was
purged, the lubricant was drained and replaced.
To avoid mixing of the various fuels tested, the lubricating oil and fuel lines were
purged completely each time a different fuel was used. This purging process consisted of first
flushing the fuel in the fuel lines and fuel tank and draining the oil from the sump. Some
components in the lubricating oil system and fuel system trap fluids which accumulate in the
dead volume inside the part. Therefore, in the normal draining procedure, not all of the fuel
or oil is removed. Some of the largest dead volumes are present in the oil and fuel filters, the
fuel pump, and the fuel line accumulator. Before a new fuel was added, these parts were
removed and drained thoroughly. At this time, a new oil filter was installed. All fuel lines
were then purged by high pressure air. The fuel and oil were then refilled, and the engine
was run to mix this new fuel and oil with the remnants left in the system. They were
subsequently drained again and refilled. It is believed that after this process, any remaining
components from the prior experiments would be dilute enough to have negligible effects on
the next test run.
After every test, the engine was cooled by re-opening the heat exchanger cooling
water valve to its fully open position. The engine was stopped; however, the coolant pump
remained on to facilitate rapid cooling. The engine block coolant outlet temperature was
monitored until it reached steady-state. Once this temperature was reached, the coolant
pump was left on for one hour before the next test was begun to ensure that the engine
components were also cooled to this temperature. The intake valves of the engine were
instrumented with thermocouples for another project performed on the engine. The valves
were also allowed to reach a steady-state temperature prior to beginning the next
experiment.
2.3 Test Variables
A large number of engine variables affect the mixture preparation process during
start-up. This research focused primarily on the effects of variations in gasoline volatility.
Additionally, the first cycle fuel enrichment was varied to determine what fraction of the
injected fuel reaches the cylinder as vapor during the early phase of the starting process.
The variation in the amount of fuel injected is very small compared to the overall cumulative
fuel mass injected over the entire test, so it is not believed that it would have any significant
effect on the long time-scale mixture preparation behavior. The test conditions are given in
Table 2.3.
2.3.1 Fuel Properties
The intent of this study was to observe and quantify how the volatility of the gasoline
used in the engine influences the mixture preparation in the first several minutes of
operation. The parameter chosen to define the gasoline volatility in this work was the fuel
drivability index (DI). Fuel drivability is normally determined by trained drivers who rate
actual vehicle performance when running on the fuel in question. However, a simpler
empirical correlation may be used to estimate the fuel's drivability characteristics. The
correlation is given by,
DI = 1.5TIo + 3T5o + T90 . (1.)
The term Ti represents the temperature (usually measured in Fahrenheit degrees) at which i
percent of the fuel volume vaporizes when heated at atmospheric pressure.
Typical gasolines are composed of thousands of hydrocarbon components
encompassing a wide range of boiling points. A fuel which has a large proportion of high
boiling point components will have a high DI (low volatility). Past experience dictates that a
fuel with a DI of less than 1200 will experience no significant combustion problems when
used in an engine at approximately 200 C.
The characteristics of the three test fuels appear in Table 2.2. A fuel with a DI near
1200 was chosen, as well as one significantly above this benchmark and one slightly below it.
The fuels were obtained from Shell Corporation, and they were specially blended by Phillips
Petroleum for a previous gasoline drivability study. They were stored in sealed containers at
all times to avoid evaporative losses of the light-end (low boiling point components). The T5o
temperature for fuel 811-P is the maximum currently allowed by government standards.
In addition to choosing the gasolines based on drivability index, the Reid Vapor
Pressure (RVP) of the fuels was also considered. RVP is another measure of fuel volatility.
Government regulation has put standards on RVP of commercial fuels in recent years in an
attempt to reduce evaporative emissions from vehicles which are not in operation. It was
desired that the gasolines used have no significant differences in RVP. The value of 7.1 to 7.5
psi is representative of commercial summer-grade gasolines. (RVP is typically not regulated
in the winter months because evaporative losses are negligible during cold weather.)
2.3.2 Initial Fuel Enrichment
For each gasoline several different initial fuel-injection strategies were employed.
The first injection pulse was varied in order to obtain measurements of what fraction of the
injected fuel usually reaches the cylinder as vapor during the first few starting cycles. Fuel
enrichment is required to ensure that a combustible mixture is formed early in the start
while fuel vaporization is poor due to cold port walls and intake valves. In order to simulate
a real engine start, the fuel enrichment was selected in order to assure that the engine fired
on the first cycle. For other tests with each fuel, larger and smaller initial injections were
also used to observe fuel behavior during cycles with marginal performance. Due to the
volatility differences between fuels, different masses of fuel were injected on the first cycle in
the baseline case for each gasoline. The injection strategies investigated are shown in Table
2.3. The term cQ,injected is the multiple of the amount of fuel required for stoichiometric
operation at steady-state conditions (hereafter referred to as "unit" injection) which was
supplied during cycle 1. All following cycles receive a one unit injection.
Table 2.1 Engine Specifications (Volvo B 5254 FS)
Type In-line 5-cylinder,
Stroke (mm) 90
Bore (mm) 83
Conn. Rod Length(mm) 158
Cylinder Head Volume (cc) 49
Clearance Volume (cc) 53.28*
Displaced Volume (cc) 2.435 L; (487 cc/cyl.)
Compression Ratio 10.1
IVO (deg. BTDC)+  4
IVC (deg. ABDC) 56
EVO (deg. BTDC) 48
EVC (deg. ATDC) 12
Valve Overlap Factor 0.301
Intake Valve Diam. (mm) 31
Exhaust Valve Diam. (mm) 28
*This is the manufacturer's measurement. It is probably
somewhat larger due to material removal for the access holes
in the combustion chamber.
+Valve events are defined at a valve lift of 0.1 mm.
Table 2.2: Properties of the Test Fuels
Fuel RVP Specific To1  T5 0  Tgo Drivability
Name (psi) Gravity (o F) (o F) (o F) Index
(measured)
809-P 7.4 0.7515 133 211 339 1172
810-P 7.1 0.7388 134 233 354 1254
811-P 7.5 0.7643 143 250* 350 1314
*Maximum allowed under current government regulations.
Table 2.3: Initial Fuel Enrichment Strategies
Fuel Baseline (I,injected 0I,injected (other cases)
809-P 6 4, 8, 10
810-P 8 6, 10, 12
811-P 15* none
* Tests were not repeated due to poor start-up attributes of the fuel.
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CHAPTER 3
USE OF THE FAST RESPONSE FLAME IONIZATION DETECTOR
DURING SPARK IGNITION ENGINE COLD START
This chapter is intended to provide insight into the use of the fast-response flame
ionization detector (hereafter referred to as FID) to monitor both in-cylinder vapor
equivalence ratio and engine-out hydrocarbon emissions simultaneously during the engine
start-up and warm-up period. First, a brief overview of the FID operating principle is
presented. The use of the FID in standard exhaust emission sampling is then explained.
Once the reader has been introduced to this normal use of the FID system, the development
of a technique which can be used to monitor in-cylinder fuel vapor concentration in a liquid-
fueled spark-ignition (SI) engine during cold start is detailed. The requirements for the FID
sampling probes for both applications are treated, including a description of the calibration
methods for both systems. Finally, common problems encountered in using the FID to make
in-cylinder measurements is explained.
3.1 Overview of the Fast-Response Flame Ionization Detector
3.1.1 Operating Principle
The flame ionization detector is the main method used to monitor hydrocarbon
concentrations in engine applications. The FID utilizes a chemi-ionization process to produce
a voltage which is proportional to the hydrocarbon mole fraction of a sample fed into the
detector. The FID consists of a flame fueled by a H2 - air mixture and an ion collector. A
sample of gas to be analyzed is introduced at a constant mass flow rate into the flame where
the ionization process occurs. The ion collector acts essentially as a carbon atom counter for
the sample passing through the flame. As the hydrocarbon-containing sample passes
through the flame, a fixed fraction of the H-C bonds are broken producing ions. These ions
migrate to the collector, thus producing a current. This current, in turn, is applied to a
resistance which produces a voltage which is measured. The strength of the current (and
hence, the voltage) depends upon the number of ions produced. Therefore, the voltage
magnitude is directly related to the mole fraction of hydrocarbons present. Calibration is
usually performed by monitoring the voltage response to a gas of known concentration
supplied at the same conditions as experienced in the experiment.
Conventional FIDs normally have a time resolution on the order of one engine cycle.
This poor resolution is unacceptable for sampling from the combustion chamber since the
sample analyzed would consist of reactants (fuel and air), residual gas, and products.
Since detailed information concerning the mixture composition prior to combustion is
required, a fast-response FID is used. The fast FID has greatly improved time resolution
because the sampling line volumes are kept very small relative to the line volumes in a
conventional system. Also, the sample is introduced into the flame at the nozzle outlet rather
than being premixed prior to transfer to the flame chamber. Thus, the only mixing of the
sample occurs by dispersion in the sample tube. As a result, the fast FID has excellent time
resolution, capable of providing crank angle-resolved data.
3.1.2 Transit Time
The voltage signal obtained by the data acquisition system from the FID does not
provide a real-time representation of in-cylinder events due to the inherent transit time
required for the gas sample to travel through the sample tube, tee-top, and FID tube and
reach the detector. In exhaust port applications, the transit time can be modeled using a
quasi-steady isothermal flow analysis incorporating the tube geometries. This is valid as the
driving pressure differential fluctuates very little. The Cambustion HFR-400 system is
accompanied by software (SATFLAP) to predict the transit times for a given sampling
geometry. Since the transit time is essentially constant throughout the cycle, a constant
phase shift (determined by the SATFLAP analysis) may be applied to the signal to
approximate the real-time exhaust port HC history. Due to the highly-fluctuating pressure
differentials experienced during in-cylinder sampling, a simple correction factor is
unavailable for signal post-processing into real time in-cylinder events. Corrections to the in-
cylinder phasing are discussed in further detail in Section 3.3.2 a.
3.1.3 Equipment Description
This work utilized the HFR-400 FFID system manufactured by Cambustion, Ltd.
Figure 3.1 provides a complete view of the FID sampling head. The gas sample is passed
from the engine to the FID sampling module via the transfer tube or sampling tube. This is
generally a very small diameter stainless steel tube with a large ratio of length to inner
diameter. At the sampling head, the termination of the sample tube mates with the FID by
a threaded, sealed connector. Within this connection, the sample tube slides into a larger
diameter expansion tube (tee-top), the purpose of which is to reduce the velocity of the
incoming sample flow. The ratio of flow areas is at least four for exhaust sampling and as
much as forty for in-cylinder sampling where velocities are much higher. The tee-top exit is
located in the constant pressure (CP) chamber of the FID. The flow of the sample gas from
the engine to the FID is driven by a positive pressure differential between the engine
cylinder / exhaust and this CP chamber.
Inside the tee-top, a small portion of the sample is drawn off into the flame chamber
for ionization by way of the FID tube. This flow is driven by a constant pressure differential
maintained between the tee-top and flame chamber (AP,fid). Inside the flame chamber the
sample is oxidized and the ions are gathered by the collector. The excess sample flow is
dumped into the CP chamber at the exit of the tee-top. This excess flow is removed from the
CP chamber by a vacuum-driven flow through the CP bleed line. The vacuum produced
within the CP chamber is adjusted by a vacuum restrictor. The FID chamber is equipped
with a similar vacuum system (FID bleed) to remove the reaction products. Both the CP
chamber and FID chamber are maintained at constant pressure by inducing a bleed flow
which is large compared to the magnitude of the sample flow-rate.
Because the voltage produced by the FID is proportional to the number of ions
created within the flame chamber and not the concentration of ions in the chamber, it is
important that the mass flow rate of sample into the FID chamber is held constant.
Accurate knowledge of the mass flow-rate of sample into the flame chamber is difficult to
estimate without some uncertainty. If the mass flow rate of sample during the experiment is
the same as the mass flow rate of the gas of known concentration during the calibration
procedure, then accurate knowledge of this mass flow rate is not required to interpret the
concentrations sampled in the experiment. This mass flow is held constant by holding a fixed
pressure differential across the ends of the FID tube at all times.
The geometry of the sampling tube used to transfer the gas sample from the engine
to the detector is critical for accurate measurements. The sample line dimensions must be
optimized for the upstream pressure driving the flow. Therefore, the sample lines will be
considerably different for exhaust and in-cylinder sampling. The system dimensions for each
application used in this study are provided in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.3 shows the sampling probe which was used to transfer sample gases from
the combustion chamber to the FID. Due to the high cylinder pressures encountered when
sampling during the compression stroke, a large pressure drop is required across the sample
line in order to avoid pressurization at the FID tube inlet. This can be achieved by making
the tube either narrow or very long; however, long transfer tubes can hold a large volume of
sample, lengthening transit times for the sample to reach the detector. As the transit time
becomes critical in in-cylinder sampling due to signal cut-off at flame arrival (refer to Section
3.3), the option selected for the in-cylinder sample tube was a short tube with a very small
flow area (ID= 0.25 mm, L= 120 mm).
The transfer tube for exhaust sampling is shown in Figure 3.4. The pressure drop
across this tube is achieved by making a long sample tube with a larger flow area (ID= 0.6
mm, L= 250 mm). This is done because concentrations in the exhaust are normally orders of
magnitude below those encountered in the combustion chamber, and therefore large flow
rates are required to provide adequate signal magnitudes. Additionally, the required
pressure drop across the exhaust sampling tube is much less than that required in in-
cylinder applications.
Another requirement for both sampling lines is that the transfer tube be heated to
avoid condensation of liquid fuel inside the tube. Resistive heating is used in both cases.
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the details of the system used. A DC current is passed along the
tube from the TNC connector (A) and returned through the ground wire which is joined to
the transfer tube at point (B) by silver soldering. The current is controlled by an auto-tuning
PID temperature controller which switches the power source off and on as required. The
heating rate of the tube is controlled by a 0-2 Q rheostat connected in series with the
sampling tube. The sample tube temperature is monitored by a type K thermocouple for
feedback. The thermocouple for the in-cylinder probe is located in the middle of the tube,
while for the exhaust probe, it is located at the sample tube tip. While it is really the
temperature at the tip of the tube that should be monitored, it is extremely difficult to attach
a thermocouple at the sample tube inlet for in-cylinder sampling because the tip is located
inside the combustion chamber and experiences extremely high heat fluxes as the flame front
passes the inlet during each cycle.
3.1.4 Sub-atmospheric CP vs. Atmospheric CP Sampling
FID sampling from the combustion chamber can be performed either with a constant
pressure chamber fitted to the sampling head or with the tee-top exposed to ambient
pressure. In the latter method, gases are sampled only when the cylinder pressure rises
above ambient. When the cylinder pressure falls below atmospheric pressure, there is a
backflow of air toward the cylinder. In a test with the engine highly-throttled, the length of
the backflow period may greatly outweigh the length of the forward flow. For exhaust port
applications, a CP chamber must be used because the exhaust pressure driving the flow
oscillates around ambient and adequate pressure differentials for driving the sample flow
cannot be obtained without a downstream pressure (CP vacuum) which is well below ambient
pressure.
The advantage of the atmospheric CP chamber condition for in-cylinder sampling is
that this method subjects the tee-top to a fixed pressure, making it easy to maintain a
constant flow rate of sample into the flame chamber. The tee-top can be pressurized only if a
shock wave occurs at the tee-top exit. When this occurs, the pressure at the FID tube
entrance is no longer near atmospheric, and the mass flow rate to the flame becomes
controlled by the upstream cylinder pressure. Atmospheric CP sampling was originally
attempted for this work due to the ease of maintaining constant sample flow rates; however,
upon analysis of data taken at various loads, it appeared that the oscillating backward and
forward flow may have resulted in mixing of the sample with air from outside the engine.
This causes sample dilution, and as the amount of backflow depends upon engine load, it is
uncertain how much this dilution affects the readings as engine load varies.
In order to avoid the problem of sample dilution by fresh air, a CP chamber was also
fitted to the in-cylinder FID module. With the CP chamber held at sub-atmospheric
conditions, it was possible to maintain continuous forward sample flow except at very low
intake pressures (idle conditions). All experiments presented here took place at moderate
intake pressures (0.45-0.55 bar) so forward sample flow was maintained throughout the
engine cycle. A large CP bleed flow is required to maintain a relatively constant pressure
within the CP chamber. In addition, a large CP chamber extension volume (shown in Figure
3.5) was fitted to the unit to damp out short-time pressure oscillations. The volume includes
a large exit area from the original CP chamber for removing a large mass flow from the tee-
top exit area.
3.2 Sampling Engine-out Hydrocarbon Emissions From the Engine Exhaust
Sampling engine-out hydrocarbon emissions in the engine exhaust manifold has
been, to date, the most common use of the fast FID system. Engine out HC emissions are the
unburned hydrocarbons which result from fuel escaping normal combustion or undergoing
partial oxidation within the engine cylinder. They should be distinguished from tail-pipe
emissions which quantify the amount of unburned HC emerging from a vehicle after the
exhaust gases have been treated (e.g. by three-way catalysis). Engine-out HC is only a
function of the engine and fuel, whereas tail-pipe HC is a function of these variables plus the
vehicles catalyst efficiency.
3.2.1 Location for Sampling
When sampling engine-out HC, an FID probe is placed in the exhaust manifold of the
engine before the catalyst. In these experiments, the engine used was not from a production
vehicle and consequently had no catalyst. The FID sampling probe used in the exhaust was
placed approximately 15 cm downstream of the exhaust valve to allow adequate mixing of
the charge emerging from the cylinder to avoid mixture non-uniformities. Significant HC
concentration differences have been well-documented for samples taken at different crank
angles during the cycle if the sample inlet is located very close to the exhaust valve.
Obtaining the mass of fuel exhausted as unburned hydrocarbon (UHC) therefore requires a
mass-weighted integration throughout each cycle in this case. Due to the large number of
cycles monitored for these experiments, the charge was allowed to mix prior to sampling, and
a mean level of HC was obtained by averaging the signal for twenty degrees crank angle
around TDC of the exhaust stroke (corrected for a sample transit time of 50 degrees crank
angle). This was done to avoid the necessity for integration of the feedgas HC signal which is
complex and time-consuming.
3.2.2 Sample Tube Description
Under normal operating conditions, FID sampling in the exhaust does not require
heating of the sampling tube as the sample gases are at the exhaust temperature and fuel
does not exist in the charge as a liquid. However, during start-up testing, a large number of
misfired cycles and partially-burned cycles can be expected. This results in lower exhaust gas
temperatures for these cycles, and it is quite possible for liquid fuel droplets to be present in
the exhaust under these conditions. Ingestion of liquid fuel droplets by the sampling
equipment render FID measurements meaningless (refer to Section 3.3.2.c). To avoid the
affects of liquid fuel, the sample line was heated by DC current as previously described. The
temperature was measured at the sample tube inlet. The temperature for all tests was 95+50
C. Once combustion began, the tube was rapidly heated by the exhaust gases.
3.2.3 Calibration of the Signal
The exhaust FID signal was calibrated with a gas with a known HC concentration of
4578 ppm C1. This concentration is close to the level (-3000 ppm Cl) of HC emissions from
an engine firing normally under stead-state conditions [17]. The calibration gas was
composed of 0.1526 % propane by volume, and the balance was composed of nitrogen.
Nitrogen gas was used instead of air because significant amounts of oxygen in the sampled
gas can change the flame temperature, thereby changing its ionization characteristics. Since
low levels of oxygen are found in burned exhaust gas, the calibration gas must also contain
little oxygen.
In the case of misfiring cycles, the exhaust gas HC concentration is on the order of
50,000 to 100,000 ppm C1 and also contains significant amounts of oxygen. It is, therefore,
unreasonable to extrapolate the calibration level corresponding to 4578 ppm Cl to the FID
response to this misfired charge. To compensate for these sample gas differences a second
calibration level was taken using an unburned stoichiometric propane charge (125.600 ppm
Cl). This charge was obtained by operating the engine at a relative air-fuel ratio (k) of 1.0 as
evidenced by the UEGO sensor located in the exhaust. Once a steady reading of X= 1.0 was
attained, the ignition was disabled and the residual gas in the cylinder was purged over
several cycles. At this time, the data acquisition was enabled, and the FID response to the
stoichiometric charge was monitored.
One difficulty encountered in calibrating the exhaust FID is simulating the flow
conditions experienced during the test while subjecting the sample tube to a known
concentration. As a result, most calibrations are done under static conditions with the
sampling tube removed from the exhaust. In this work, a special exhaust dynamic calibration
mounting was designed which allowed for calibration of the FID while the engine was
running. Its details are shown in Figure 3.5. The fitting consists of a sleeve which surrounds
the sample tube and joins to the exhaust manifold, a calibration chamber, and a calibration
gas supply line. In normal operation (Figure 3.5. a.), the sampling tube is secured to the
exhaust fitting by a nut, and the exhaust is sealed. The nut serves to secure the sample tube
inlet in its correct sampling position within the exhaust gas stream. When calibration is
performed (Figure 3.5 b.), the nut on the sample tube is loosened, and the sample tube is
withdrawn from the sleeve until the inlet is positioned within the calibration chamber. With
the sample tube in position, the calibration gas is supplied to the chamber by switching the
control valve to the on position. The line supply of calibration gas is regulated to a pressure of
1.5 bar. The gas floods the chamber and flows out to the atmosphere and into the exhaust as
shown in the figure due to its high pressure. This ensures that the calibration signal is not
affected by mixing with the exhaust gas flow or air from outside the engine, while the
calibration is performed under fluctuating pressure conditions similar to those experienced
during testing.
All calibrations were performed while the engine was operating. The response to the
known concentration gas was monitored once per crank angle via the data acquisition. The
response was monitored for fifty cycles, and later the average voltage over these signals was
determined. This average value was used as a reference level for a one-point calibration of the
test data.
3.3 In-Cylinder Sampling Via Fast FID
The fast FID can be used to determine the vapor HC concentration in the combustion
chamber during a certain portion of the compression stroke; however, due to the extreme
deviations in the upstream driving pressure (cylinder pressure), both obtaining a valid
signal and interpreting the data are extremely complicated when compared to exhaust
sampling. This section outlines a method for determining the in-cylinder vapor equivalence
ratio prior to spark timing using the fast FID. Additionally, common problems encountered
when using the technique are described to aid other users in interpreting data to determine
if these problems have affected their results.
3.3.1 Description of the In-cylinder HC Trace
The appearance of the in-cylinder HC signal from the FID is very different for
sampling at atmospheric or sub-atmospheric CP conditions. Even though all data presented
in the starting tests was taken under sub-atmospheric CP condition, the atmospheric CP
signal is also described because much of the data taken during development of the
measurement technique was obtained under this condition. All figures presented have been
adjusted for a constant phase shift depending upon the sampling geometry and engine load.
The engine crank angle axis does not represent the timing of actual engine processes but
rather when the effects of these processes are seen in the in-cylinder trace.
A typical HC trace for one firing cycle taken with vacuum conditions applied to the
CP chamber is given in Figure 3.8. All crank angles are given in degrees after ABDC
(compression). Early in the cycle (crank angles 0 to 1200), the flow rate of sample is low due
to the low driving pressure differential. Therefore, the voltage is very low. Furthermore, the
HC concentration is very small compared to the concentration in the fresh charge because
the sample consists only of burned residual gas from the previous cycle until forward flow
begins at exhaust valve closing. The concentrations are approximately equal to the exhaust
HC concentrations as the charge has already burned. The signal then begins to rise as the
intake charge reaches the cylinder and flows around the sampling tube inlet (approximately
120 to 1300 ABDC). The level rises significantly once compression begins as the driving
pressures increase. Once a certain threshold pressure is achieved (approximately 1700
ABDC), the mass flow rate into the FID chamber becomes constant, and the FID signal
reaches a plateau level. Once a plateau level is reached (assuming a well-mixed charge), the
flow rate into the FID flame should be constant. This plateau level is maintained until
approximately 2050 ABDC when the flame passes by the inlet of the sampling tube near the
combustion chamber wall. After this point, the sampling probe draws off samples of burned
gas which have extremely low concentrations of unburned hydrocarbons. The flame arrival
event essentially represents a step-response change in HC concentration; therefore the
number of crank angles which are required for the voltage to reach a value near zero gives a
good measure of the system resolution. As the cylinder pressure falls late in the expansion
stroke (approximately 3300 ABDC in the figure), the voltage begins to increase slightly.
Summers et al. attributed this phenomenon as a result of outgassing of HC which were
trapped in crevices and oil or deposit layers within the cylinder when cylinder pressure was
high [18]. During the exhaust stroke of the cycle, the level again drops to a near zero value
probably due to these unburned hydrocarbons being expelled from the cylinder by the
upward piston stroke coupled with low sample flow rates caused by low driving pressure
differentials resulting after the blowdown process.
In the case of sampling without a CP affixed to the FID (atmospheric CP sampling),
the signal exhibits some of the same features. A sample trace appears in Figure 3.7. The
signal still rises rapidly during the compression stroke as the driving pressure is increased,
plateaus as the sample flow becomes large enough, and drops off quickly as the sample flow
engulfs the sampling tube inlet within the cylinder. However, the signal remains at a zero
output level until the cylinder pressure rises above ambient pressure. This situation occurs
because in a throttled engine, the sample flow is actually reversed during the intake stroke
as atmospheric air is drawn through the sample line toward the cylinder by a negative
pressure gradient between the CP chamber and engine cylinder. In addition, it takes time
for the forward flow to displace the air accumulated in the sampling line volume during the
backflow period before the signal plateaus. The total time allotted for sampling without a CP
chamber is shorter because the unit does not begin sampling until the cylinder pressure rises
during compression.
Description of the atmospheric CP pressure trace is given only because certain data
used to explain the development of the in-cylinder FID technique appears in this work. All of
the fuel accounting data sets were taken with a CP chamber affixed to the FID unit.
3.3.2 Common In-cylinder FID Problems
The major problems encountered during in-cylinder sampling include inability to
maintain constant mass flow into the FID chamber, variable phasing of the real-time HC
concentration, and condensation of liquid fuels within the sampling line under cold-start
conditions. This section addresses the measures taken to correct for these difficulties.
3.3.2 a. Variable Transit Times
The dynamic nature of the upstream pressure for the pipe flow analysis of the
transfer tube and tee-top system makes data interpretation extremely difficult during in-
cylinder sampling. Whereas a steady flow analysis could be used for estimating sample
transit times during exhaust port sampling, it is obviously a poor representation for the in-
cylinder case due to order of magnitude pressure fluctuations. The unsteady flow results in a
dilation of the crank angle axis in the figures presented. The appearance of a real-time or
"engine crank angle" scale representing the concentrations at the time when each parcel of
gas entered the sampling tube inside the combustion chamber for a typical cycle was
presented by Galliot et al [19]. The figures show the voltage at the ion collector at the given
crank angle (adjusted for constant time lag), but this parcel of gas actually entered the
sampling system earlier in the cycle.
A method of predicting the transit times for in-cylinder applications was presented by
Summers et al [18]. They applied a finite difference solution to the equations for the flow
condition using the tube geometries and measured cylinder pressure as the inputs. The
analysis showed that significant deviations from the steady calculation did occur during
certain portions of the cycle; however, while the cylinder pressure remains high during the
latter half of the compression stroke and earlier half of the exhaust stroke, there exists a
crank angle window during which time the transit time for a sample is fixed. This transit
time lag was similar to that predicted by the steady-flow analysis used to determine the
exhaust port sampling delays. Furthermore, the cycle-to-cycle variations in the transit time
were shown to be about one percent during this crank angle window.
The finite difference analysis is computationally expensive as the transit time cannot
be assumed to be the same for each cycle due to large variations in the pressure curve during
starting tests. Since an average fuel vapor concentration in the cylinder prior to combustion
each cycle was required for the fuel accounting, concentrations during the intake stroke and
after combustion were not necessary. Therefore, the signal was adjusted by a constant time
lag equal to the transit time during the compression stroke for the average conditions
experienced. This delay was calculated with the SATFLAP analysis software provided.
Thus, the crank angle axis in all figures is accurate only for crank angles centered around
TDC compression when the cylinder pressure is high.
3.3.2 b. Maintaining Constant Sample Mass Flow Rate to FID Chamber
As previously stated, a constant mass flow rate of sample into the FID flame chamber
must be maintained during the period of the cycle of interest for all cycles in order to
determine absolute HC levels for each cycle. Selection of sampling line geometries suitable
for the sampling conditions is very important for avoiding mass flow rate fluctuations.
The mass flow rate is held constant by maintaining a constant pressure difference
between the CP chamber and the FID chamber. A constant AP is maintained by fixing the
pressure in each chamber by the CP and FID bleed flows. However, when the mass flow rate
into the CP chamber is no longer insignificant with respect to the CP bleed flow rate, the CP
chamber may become pressurized due to sample mass accumulation inside the chamber.
Thus, AP will increase, and the mass flow rate, therefore, increases. It is difficult to diagnose
whether this situation is occurring because AP information is not available on a short time
scale basis; however, if pressure isolation is achieved, the response to a premixed gaseous
charge should reach a plateau level after a small delay for purging any gases which mixed by
dispersion in the tube. A trace which appears to exhibit excessive mass flow behavior is
shown in Figure 3.9.(d). The sample tube used when this effect occurred had an inner
diameter of 0.305 mm. To reduce the mass flow rate of sample, a smaller diameter tube is
required. For sampling at the conditions presented here, a sample tube diameter of no
greater than 0.25 mm is recommended. Also, the CP bleed flow should be high even while
maintaining a low CP absolute pressure. A large-displacement vacuum pump connected only
to the in-cylinder FID CP chamber is recommended. In this work, separate vacuum pumps
were used to generate the CP bleed flows in the CP chamber of the exhaust port FID, to
generate the CP bleed in the in-cylinder FID's CP chamber, and to drive the FID bleed for
each sampling unit.
Once the appropriate sample tube geometry has been chosen, it is important to select
suitable dimensions for the expansion tube (tee-top). If the expansion ratio is insufficient for
the flow conditions at the sample tube exit, the high resulting velocities may result in subtle
pressure fluctuations at the inlet to the FID tube. This phenomenon would be evidenced by
significant small-scale oscillations around the signal plateau level when sampling with a pre-
mixed charge. Furthermore, if the expansion of the sample flow is insufficient, the flow may
reaccelerate and choke the flow at the exit of the tee-top. If this situation arises, the FID
tube inlet no longer sees the CP chamber fixed pressure. The pressure at the FID tube inlet
is then controlled by the upstream (cylinder) pressure. Therefore, large fluctuations in AP
and hence, the voltage measured by the FID result. This situation appears to have occurred
when using the standard tee-tops (ID= 1.168 mm) supplied with the HFR-400 unit for in-
cylinder sampling. An example of the HC trace for which this occurs is given in Figure 3.9
(b). The pressure isolation is lost when the cylinder pressure reaches a critical value, and the
signal rises rapidly after choking of the tee-top exit. This situation was corrected by
manufacturing a tee-top with a larger inner diameter (ID=1.60 mm). Even larger diameter
tee-tops were tested; however, the increase in sampling line volume resulted in a slower time
resolution, and the signal plateau was not observed prior to flame arrival. This type of
behavior is also presented in this figure. In order to ensure an adequate response time, the
1.6 mm diameter tee-top was used for all tests presented in this work.
3.3.2 c. Liquid Fuel Condensation
Another difficulty associated with the sampling of in-cylinder gases from a liquid-
fueled engine is the possibility that either liquid fuel droplets will enter the sampling line or
that fuel vapor or water will condense within the sampling tube. To date, much work using
the fast FID to sample in-cylinder vapor has been restricted to use of propane fuel.
The process by which liquid fuel may condense within the sampling system is
depicted in Figure 3.10 which shows a sample gas undergoing a simplified version of the
thermodynamic process which the sample undergoes in transit from the cylinder to the
detector. The sample is drawn into the sample line at the in-cylinder temperature and
pressure, is isobarically cooled to the sample tube wall temperature, and then is expanded to
atmospheric pressure isentropic when passing through the sampling tube. The figure shows
the condensation curves calculated for n-pentane, iso-octane, and o-xylene which represent
the light, medium, and heavy components of a typical gasoline respectively. If the
thermodynamic path crosses the fuel's condensation curve, then the fuel will condense on the
walls of the sampling tube. The figure proposes the possibility of condensation of heavy end
(o-xylene) and middle end (iso-octane) components at normal (-200 C) engine and ambient
temperatures. However, if the engine component temperatures are decreased, other fuel
components may begin to condense as well.
The presence of liquid fuel within the sampling system is undesirable for several
reasons; however, its effects have not been, to the author's knowledge, treated in detail prior
to this work. First, the condensation of liquid fuel on the sampling tube walls will form a
wall film, thereby restricting the sample flow area. As the signal is calibrated with a
propane-fueled sample, the flow areas and also the sample mass flow rates in the two cases
are unequal. Since the propane cycle will have a higher mass flow rate, the calibration using
this reference signal will result in abnormally low fuel concentration levels during the
experiment. Furthermore, liquid fuel deposited in the sampling system may later be
evaporated as the hot post-combustion gases are sampled. Thus, they will be detected by the
FID at times later than when they were inducted into the sampling line, and the data is no
longer accurate in terms of the in-cylinder processes. Finally, the components which are
most likely to condense in the sampling tubes are the heavy hydrocarbon components which
contain large numbers of H-C bonds.
Figure 3.11 shows the FID response to propane-fueled cycles. During these cycles,
the signal drops rapidly to a value near zero immediately following the flame arrival event
(approximately 2050 CA). Figure 3.12 shows the response to liquid-fueled cycles in which
liquid-fuel condensation appears to have occurred. Following the flame arrival event, the
signal strength decreases much more slowly to its minimum value than in the gaseous-fueled
examples. In addition, the signal does not decrease to zero as the burned gases are being
sampled. It appears as if the liquid fuel which has condensed in the line is vaporized as the
hot burned gases flow through the sample line. It is then mixed with the burned gas and
· _
sampled in the FID, leading to values which are somewhat higher than the near-zero levels
expected at these crank angles.
Typically, literature on sampling from a liquid-fueled engine advocates the use of the
line heater previously described in Section 3.1.3 in order to avoid fuel condensation in the
transfer tube. However, it was found that this evidence of condensation was present in
liquid-fueled tests regardless of the temperature to which the line was heated. Initial start-
up tests with gasoline as the fuel resulted in in-cylinder vapor concentrations which were
very low compared to the fuel vapor concentrations corrrsponding to the mass of fuel
injected. These conditions persisted even after several minutes of operation by which time
the fuel vapor behavior should follow the injected fuel trend.
It was theorized that the condensation was not occurring in the sampling line but
rather at the exit to the tee-top. Inside the CP chamber the fuel undergoes a large expansion
ratio into ambient temperature air, and it was deemed very likely that some fuel components
condensed in the cold tee-top as the sample expanded into the CP chamber and mixed with
the cooler air inside the chamber. To remedy this, the air supplied to the CP chamber was
heated to approximately 1000 C. The heating was achieved by passing the air through a
large copper coil which was wrapped in an AC-current heatingltape and fiberglass insulation.
The temperature was controlled by controlling the voltage supplied to the tape by a variable
transformer. It was activated one hour prior to each test and allowed to reach a steady-state
temperature which was maintained for 30 minutes prior to the start of fuel injection. An
example of the resulting liquid-fueled in-cylinder FID curves appears in Figure 3.12.
3.3.2.d Calibration
Calibration of the in-cylinder signal must be conducted under conditions which
simulate the test conditions (i.e. fluctuating driving pressure); therefore a static calibration
was not used. The engine was calibrated by motoring the engine on a stoichiometric pre-
mixed propane charge while the engine was misfiring as described for the exhaust misfiring
signal described in Section 3.2.3. The voltage was monitored near TDC compression for fifty
cycles and averaged in order to perform a one-point calibration of the in-cylinder signal. It
was felt that the motoring pressure trace would provide an adequate facsimile of the driving
pressure during the test as the signal was taken prior to combustion. Thus, the cylinder
pressure at the time of signal measurement was equal to the motored pressure.
3.4 Signal Verification
Once a signal has been obtained, it is important that the validity of the signal is
verified. The voltage response should be checked against several known levels of HC and the
voltage plotted to ensure that the detector operates linearly over the region of interest.
Additionally, the motored response should be observed with a span gas to determine the
regions of the cycle for which a reading is invalid due to insufficient sample flow rate. This is
signified by a drastic drop in the signal at a certain crank angle when the pressure becomes
low enough that the differential pressure across the tube is insufficient to supply the
required flow. Signals taken when the cylinder pressure is below this value are therefore
invalid. Finally, the response to the supplied mixture under motoring conditions should be
compared to the response to the same mixture when the engine is firing. The motoring
signal should be higher due to the residual gas dilution of the firing sample gases. The
response should be checked at several loads to ensure the proper trend in residual gas
dilution is observed (i.e. as load decreases, the difference between the motoring and firing
signals should increase due to the higher residual gas fraction at these conditions).
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Exhibit Abnormal Behavior: (a.) Normal Signal Appearance, (b.) Choking of Tee-
Top Exit, (c.) Inadequate Response Time Due to Excessive Sample Line Volume,
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Figure 3.10 : Simplified Gas Sample Thermodynamic Pathway Showing the
Possibility for Liquid Fuel Condensation in In-cylinder Sampling
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Figure 3.11: Five Cycles of Gaseous-Fueled In-Cylinder FID Data; Fuel:
Propane, Engine Speed: 900 rpm, IMAP: 0,5 bar, CP Pressure: Atmospheric,
Phi: 1.0
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Figure 3.12 : Five Cycles of Liquid-Fueled In-Cylinder FID Data; Fuel:
Indolene, Engine Speed: 900 rpm, IMAP: 0,5 bar, CP Pressure: Atmospheric,
Phi: 1.0
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CHAPTER 4
FUEL ACCOUNTING ANALYSIS METHOD
This chapter describes the process by which the data was converted into masses of
fuel participating in specific branches of the fuel transport pathway. The data was analyzed
to determine the mass of fuel injected, the mass of fuel burned within the cylinder, the mass
of fuel reaching the cylinder as vapor, and the mass of fuel which escapes combustion as
unburned HC emissions. These quantities were calculated for each cycle of data. A certain
quantity of the fuel injected was not accounted for as either burned fuel or exhaust HC. This
quantity was also calculated.
4.1 Mass of Fuel Injected
The fuel mass injected per cycle is determined by monitoring the volume of fuel
accumulated for a large number of injections of a measured pulse width. This process is
repeated for a wide range of injection durations, and a calibration curve is obtained. The
injected fuel volume varies linearly for the pulse durations used in these experiments
(greater than 4.5 msec for every test). In a production vehicle, the amount of fuel injected is
also a function of the battery voltage because this dictates how quickly the injector solenoid is
activated [16]. In the Volvo test engine, the injector is driven by a standard 12 V DC power
source, and voltage variations were assumed to be negligible. Therefore, the calibration
curve shown was used for all tests. The fuel densities were also measured for each fuel to
convert the injected volume to mass. These densities were given previously in Table 2.2.
4.2 Mass of Fuel Burned
The mass of fuel which is oxidized during each cycle was determined by a one-zone
heat release (or burn rate) analysis which uses measured cylinder pressures as input data.
This analysis was described in detail by Cheung. A one-zone analysis treats the in-cylinder
charge as a homogeneous mixture at the mean in-cylinder thermodynamic conditions rather
than treating the burned and unburned portions of the charge separately. Other methods for
analysis of cylinder pressure data exist for quantifying combustion quality (i.e. the
Rassweiler-Withrow method or two-zone analysis). The one-zone analysis was chosen due to
its computational simplicity in comparison to a dual-zone burn rate model. It also provides
an absolute fuel mass burned each cycle which the Rassweiler-Withrow method does not.
The fuel mass burned is required for the fuel accounting analysis.
The model inputs are the cylinder pressure data, geometric details of the engine,
thermodynamic properties of the incoming fresh mixture (e.g. temperature, pressure, and
equivalence ratio). The model outputs include mass fraction burned results and mass
burning rate profiles for each cycle. Additionally, combustion quality statistics are calculated
for each data set.
4.2.1 Overview of the Heat Release Equations
The heat release analysis uses the first law of thermodynamics applied to an open
control volume whose boundaries include the piston crown, cylinder head, and combustion
chamber walls. Engine crevice volumes are not included in this control volume. The control
volume and associated energy transfer interactions are depicted in Figure 4.1.
The energy transfer terms include work transfer from the expanding combustion
products to the piston, heat transfer to the combustion chamber walls, and transfer of fuel
enthalpy between the control volume and combustion chamber crevices. The injected fuel
enthalpy term is zero for the analysis of a spark ignition engine since the analysis begins
after intake valve closing. The resulting first law expression for this control volume is,
dQch = dU( + dWP,+ , + , h~ dm, + dQh, , (1.)
where dQch represents the incremental amount of fuel chemical energy released due to
combustion, dUs is the change in sensible energy from reactants to products, dWpist is the
work done by the piston, the summation term represents the convective flux of enthalpy
across the system boundary (flow into and out of crevices only in this case), and dQht is the
incremental amount of heat transfer from the charge to the cylinder walls. Treating the
charge as an ideal gas leads to the following expression for the heat release rate:
dQch y• dV 1 dP
dO y-1 dO y-1 dO
T' T 1 y-1 dP dQht
crev Twll TaU(l  - 1) bTw.ai Y -1- dO dO
which can be integrated over the crank angles from spark timing to intake valve closing to
obtain the fuel chemical energy release. In the equation, the ' subscript on T and y implies
that these quantities are evaluated at the crevice gas conditions. Crevice gas composition
and properties is treated in detail in Section 4.2.3. The term b relates the dependence of y to
changes in gas temperature (y is assumed to be a linear function of temperature).
The volume changes with crank angle are known from the engine geometry inputs,
and the changes in cylinder pressure are measured by the pressure transducer. The ratio of
specific heats (y) varies with charge equivalence ratio and residual gas fraction. It is
calculated from a database consisting of values for several different equivalence ratios and
residual gas fractions. These values were obtained by matching the results of the one-zone
burn rate analysis to a more complex two-zone calculation using the same pressure data.
The value of y is then computed prior to each cycle based on the known equivalence ratio
(from exhaust gas analysis) and the residual gas calculation for the cycle.
The sensitivity of the final mass fraction burned output was studied by Cheung. The
detailed results appear in Table 4.1. The inputs which have the largest effect upon the mass
fraction burned result were shown to be the initial in-cylinder mass estimate, measured
pressure value, and the in-cylinder swirl ratio which is a measure of the large-scale in-
cylinder charge motion. The initial mass estimate must be accurate because the mass
fraction burned result relies upon the amount of fuel assumed to be in the cylinder after
intake valve closing. Furthermore, the energy release due to combustion is calculated from
the difference in the measured firing pressure from the motored engine pressure curve;
therefore, small pressure measurement errors result in large inaccuracies in the calculated
energy release. Finally, the swirl ratio is significant because it characterizes in-cylinder
average charge velocities which are used to determine the convective heat transfer coefficient
between the charge and the cylinder walls. The heat transfer term in the first law analysis
may represent over twenty percent of the total fuel enthalpy at speed and load conditions
similar to those presented here [20].
4.2.2 Heat Transfer Sub-model
The in-cylinder convective heat transfer model used in the analysis relies on
Woschni's correlation for engine heat transfer coefficient [21],
hc,, = 3.26c1Bl-1p" tTO0.75-1.62in W1  . (3.)
B = cylinder bore,
P = cylinder pressure,
T = cylinder charge temperature,
w = characteristic velocity based on mean piston speed, charge motion, and combustion,
ci = calibration constant.
The heat transfer term in Equation (2.) can be expressed by the expression,
dQht = AhcoV (T - Twal ). (4.)
dt
The cylinder charge temperature is calculated from the cylinder pressure and charge
mass using the ideal gas law. The wall temperature is not implicitly known, since only the
coolant temperature was monitored. Wall temperatures will be somewhat higher, resulting
in conduction heat transfer through the engine block and cylinder head. Unknown wall
temperatures during cold start have previously voided any attempts at using a one-zone
analysis under these conditions.
For use in this work, an estimated profile of the wall temperature was used. This
temperature profile is displayed in Figure 4.2. Wall temperature was calculated as a surface-
area weighted combination of individual in-cylinder component temperatures (piston, head,
exposed cylinder liner). Each component had an assumed temperature profile based on an
assumed time scale for heating due to its thermal mass and the assumed final component
temperature after this heating occurred. Prior to the first significant firing event (IMEP,g =
0.75 IMEP,g (SS)), the wall temperature was estimated to be constant at 300 C. Once the
first significant firing event occurs, the piston heats rapidly to a value of approximately 2250
in the first minute. The head temperature is a surface area-weighted average of the actual
head surface and valve temperatures. Its heating takes place on a slightly longer time scale
than the piston (on the order of 5 minutes), reaching a temperature near 1500 C after this
initial warm-up period. The cylinder liner heats slowly, and its temperature follows the
engine coolant temperature trend. Following the warm-up phase for each component, its
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temperature is assumed to rise gradually throughout the test as the coolant temperature
increases. While the uncertainty in the actual mean wall temperature for the heat
transfer computations may be somewhat large due to the estimations which were made in
constructing the profile, the overall effect on the final mass burned fraction result will be
small as the sensitivity of the mass fraction burned to wall temperature is low.
4.2.3 Crevice Gas Sub-model
The flow into and out of cylinder crevices is determined by the ideal gas law applied
to the in-cylinder crevice volumes. In the model, crevices are treated as a single lump
volume consisting of two percent of the clearance volume. Typically, crevice volumes in one-
zone models account for 1 to 2 percent of the clearance volume. The latter number was used
in this analysis since the crevices will be at their largest when the engine components are
cold, and added crevice volume was probably created due to material removal for the two in-
cylinder access holes.
4.2.4 Initial Mass Estimation
In order to begin the heat release analysis for each cycle during the starting test, the
initial in-cylinder charge mass and composition must be known. The charge, depending on
the events of the previous cycle and the mixture preparation within the intake port will be
composed of the following components:
(1.) Fresh air in the intake charge
(2.) Fuel in the fresh intake charge
(3.) Air in the residual gases from the previous cycle
(4.) Fuel in the residual gases from the previous cycle and
(5.) Burned gas in the residual gases from the previous cycle.
------ -- 
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The contents remaining in the cylinder from the previous cycle are highly dependent upon
the combustion events of that cycle. They are characterized by the final mass burned
fraction of that cycle.
One quantity which usually remains unknown during engine operation is the
residual gas mass. Residual gas has a large effect on the heat release analysis because it acts
as a charge diluent. It usually consists of burned gas products under normal firing
conditions. The residual gas counts for approximately twelve to fifteen percent of the in-
cylinder mass at the engine operating conditions presented in this work [22]. At idle
conditions, it may contribute over thirty percent of the total in-cylinder mass.
Measurements of the steady air mass flow rate were obtained from the laminar flow
element. This is used as the fresh air mass input per cycle. The remaining inputs are
calculated from a residual gas fraction correlation described by Fox et al, inputs from the
UEGO sensor located in the exhaust, and the mass fraction burned result of the previous
cycle.
The expression for the residual gas fraction was based on physical models
characterizing the gas exchange events occurring during the valve overlap period and was
correlated to a database of burned residual gas fraction measurements taken via fast FID
[Galliot et al]. The residual gas fraction, xr, depends upon six parameters, namely, valve
overlap factor, intake manifold pressure, exhaust manifold pressure, engine speed,
compression ratio, and equivalence ratio. The resulting correlation was,
x, = 1.266 .,, - +0.632 (5.)
N = Engine speed (rev/sec),
Pin = intake manifold pressure (bar),
Pex = exhaust pressure (bar), taken to be equal to atmospheric pressure
Foverlap = valve overlap factor,
F = in-cylinder relative fuel-air ratio,
re = engine compression ratio.
where OF is the valve overlap factor [o/mm], re is the engine compression ratio, Pi is the
intake manifold pressure [bar], Pe is the exhaust manifold pressure [bar], N is the engine
speed [rev/sec], and (D is the charge equivalence ratio.
The valve overlap factor defines the intake and exhaust valve open flow areas during
the overlap period. The database for the correlation consisted of measurements of the
burned gas residual fraction only. The gas fraction will change if the previous cycle did not
fire due to the density differences of the residual in these cases. While it is intuitive that the
residual mass will increase if the previous cycle misfired, the significance of the change is
unknown. Since no data for the unburned residual gas fraction was available, the residual
gas fraction was not modified.
In order to determine the charge composition from these quantities, several
assumptions were necessary:
(1.) The residual gas fraction is constant regardless of the combustion
characteristics of the previous cycle.
(2.) The mass fraction of burned gas products in the residual is the product of
the previous cycle mass fraction burned and the total mass of residual
gas.
(3.) The proportion of the unburned air and fuel in the residual gases is
equal to the equivalence ratio of the previous cycle.
A non-iterative analysis could be performed to determine the charge composition
provided that the equivalence ratio of the current cycle was similar to that of the previous
cycle. This analysis was performed if the UEGO reading of the equivalence ratio changed by
less than one percent from one cycle to the next. The simplified analysis is detailed as
follows:
First, since the mass of fresh air was known from the steady-state air flow meter, the
fresh mass of fuel was determined from the equation.,
Inff,frS maifr 
.ii = (FA) Majr (6.)
(F A) r = As afr
where the subscript i denotes the current cycle number, the subscripts a and f stand for air
and fuel respectively, the subscript fr stands for the properties of the fresh intake charge, cD
is the relative fuel-air equivalence ratio, and (F/A)st is the stoichiometric fuel-air mass ratio
for the fuel.
Next, the mass of fuel in the residual was determined in terms of the mass of air in the
residual (unknown), i.e.
mresmn f 'M, re
i i-1 ares (A Mfres i A mD(FresA (7.)
and thesubscript r  denotes the residual gaseA)s from the previous cycle.
and the subscript res denotes the residual gases from the previous cycle.
As the mass of burned gas in the residual is proportional to the total residual gas mass,
n Xb Mtot,res =b
i- i-i1
Xb ai-1 ,res + ,res b i-i ares i A)
-Xb b
(8.)
Here Xb denotes the final mass fraction burned result of the previous cycle. By definition, the
residual gas fraction is given by,
r tot,res
in tot
(9.)
which is determined from the residual gas correlation (2.). The total cylinder mass was
obtained from,
m= ( fr +mffr)
(1Finally, the mass of air in the residual was determined, i.e.
Finally, the mass of air in the residual was determined, i.e.
mtot,res = m a,res + ,res + b,res = a,res
in ares = -I x, 17ra( -r x)
(1-+ 0(F
( i-1b )b
(10.)
(11.)
(12.)
Now that the residual air mass was known, the mass of fuel and burned gas in the residual
were determined by back-substitution into equations (7.) and (8.).
An iterative analysis was implemented when in-cylinder equivalence ratio varied
cycle-by-cycle. This approach was used since the in-cylinder equivalence ratio of the current
cycle was made up of both fresh charge and charge from the previous cycle (which has a
different composition). This analysis was typically only performed during the first fifty to
one hundred cycles.
The analysis was applied in the following manner. First, the mass of air in the
residual was assumed to equal the mass of air in the residual from the previous cycle. The at
the residual air mass for the first cycle was obtained by using the simplified approach
(equation (12.)). The mass of fuel in the residual was then determined from the previous
cycle equivalence ratio and the assumed residual air mass,
m f 
,res 
i-1 ,res res =fres -l(F A) ares (13.)
(F 1A, st
The mass of burned residual gases was then calculated as described in the simplified
analysis; however, the assumed air residual mass was used in the calculation this time.
inb,res - 1  a,res i-1( A)) (14.)
Next, the fresh fuel mass was derived from the current cycle equivalence ratio. Note that the
residual and fresh masses take part in this expression, hence the need for the iterative
analysis.
(F
I m, = (mr + mares)(i)(F - mres
(15.)
The total cylinder mass and residual gas mass were determined as before (Equations (9.) and
(10.)). Since the residual composition is different from that of the fresh charge and based on
the prior cycle,
ntores m ,r + +m aresmtoa,res ,res f,res b,res :res
1A)st)
( i-11- xb
The only difference between this expression and (7.) is that 0 no longer equals A.I.
Therefore, the residual air mass is given by,
mare, = (1- x11 iFA ma, + mff0(), (17.)
with the fresh fuel mass calculated at the assumed residual air mass and the fresh air mass
taken from the steady air flow reading. Once the residual air mass could be solved using
these new mass calculations (based on the assumed residual air mass), this solution was
checked against the assumed air mass. The iteration was stopped once the discrepancy
between the two fell below 0.1%.
On the first cycle of each test, the residual was assumed to be completely composed of
air as no fuel was injected in the previous cycle. The burned mass fraction was also obviously
zero for this cycle.
(16.)
4.3 Mass of In-cylinder Fuel Vapor
The in-cylinder fast FID level provided a local measurement of the mole fraction of
fuel vapor at one location in the cylinder. If this level is taken as a representative
concentration for the entire charge, the mass of fuel vapor in the cylinder can be calculated.
The assumption that no spatial gradients exist in the cylinder under warmed-up conditions is
a good assumption which was verified for this engine via LIF visualization [VOLVO!!!!! Get
Ref. Info]; however, during starting and warm-up, significant mixture concentration
gradients may be present in the cylinder due to the large amount of liquid fuel present at
these conditions. If the mass of fuel vapor calculated from the point measurement does not
agree with the measured mass of fuel burned, this discrepancy may be evidence of mixture
inhomogeneity under cold conditions.
In addition, it was important to know the in-cylinder vapor equivalence ratio
throughout the start-up as this quantity is a determining factor in whether or not the
cylinder charge will be combustible. Furthermore, the differences in vaporization rates
during starting for the fuels provides an important measure for characterizing their start-up
behaviors. In addition, the fuel mole fraction in the fresh charge is an important input for
determining the polytropic compression exponent during compression for the heat release
analysis.
The fast FID equipment and the test procedure for the in-cylinder measurements was
described in detail in Chapter 3. The process for converting the FID data to actual
concentrations is somewhat difficult to implement in a computer code. The routine must
search for the signal drop-off point and then average the signal over several crank angles
prior to flame arrival to get the mean of the plateau voltage. The process is difficult, because
the flame arrival event occurs at a large range of crank angles for the start-up data, and
misfiring signals do not even exhibit a flame arrival cut-off. In the case of misfiring cycles,
the signal was averaged over a wider fixed range of crank angles for which it was known that
the sample tube flow was satisfied (i.e. while the cylinder pressure was still high). For firing
cycles, the FID trace was shifted by the constant transit time delay. Then, the voltage was
analyzed from after 1800 ATDC Compression. The derivative of the voltage was calculated
over a period of two degrees. It was determined that flame arrival had occurred when this
derivative was negative on five consecutive checks. It was not adequate to check that the
derivative becomes negative only once or twice due to noise in the signal creating frequent
small-scale signal drops. The crank angle pointer was then backed up fourteen degrees (four
degrees before the signal drop), and the average voltage over the next four crank angles was
computed. Four degrees was determined to be the minimum length of the signal plateau in
fast-burning cases. This was determined from visual inspection of several sets of data. Then
the HC mole fraction was determined by the following formula:
HC, (ppmnC) = 125,644 VFID. (18.)
VFID = the mean plateau voltage for the cycle,
Vref = the mean voltage response for the calibration using stoichiometric propane-air
mixture,
125,644 = HC (ppmCi) for the stoichiometric propane-air mixture.
Once the FID voltage was converted to the fuel mole fraction using the calibration
reference voltage, analysis was performed to determine the mass of fuel vapor present in the
cylinder. The known quantities for the analysis were the fresh air mass (from LFE
measurement), the fuel vapor mole fraction (from FID), residual gas fraction (from the
empirical correlation presented in the next section), and the previous cycle charge
equivalence ratio (from UEGO sensor). The UEGO sensor reading for the current cycle was
not used because the measurement may not have reflected the mixture conditions at spark
timing as some post-flame fuel vaporization and combustion may take place and appear in
the exhaust gas analysis. Therefore, the current cycle UEGO-determined equivalence ratio
may differ from that determined from fast FID because of in-cylinder liquid fuel behavior.
The UEGO sensor reading from the prior cycle is used to determine the residual gas
composition.
This set of information led to an iterative approach for determining the in-cylinder
fuel vapor mass. To begin, a value of the fresh in-cylinder fuel vapor mass was assumed.
Using the fuel molecular weight, the number of moles corresponding to that mass was
computed. The first estimate for each cycle used the fuel vapor mass result for the previous
cycle. On the first cycle, the initial guess was a multiple of the fuel injected on the first cycle.
Using the assumed fresh vapor mass, the total in-cylinder mass was calculated via Equation
(10.) since the fresh air mass was known. The total residual gas mass was also known from
Equation (9.). The mass of fuel in the residual was solved in terms of the residual air mass
(as of yet unknown) through Equation (7.). The mass of burned gas in the residual was
determined using the same assumptions as in the heat release analysis, leading to,
S i-I (19)
b,res Xb  rmtot. (19
Next, the mass of air in the residual was calculated by the following:
(1 - xi-')xrmtot
mres - (20.)
Back-substitution of this quantity, then, led to the mass of fuel and burned product in the
residual gases. The number of moles of air (sum of fresh and residual) was calculated, and
the same was done for the fuel. The number of burned residual moles was also determined.
With the number of fuel moles and the number of total moles known, the assumed fuel vapor
mole fraction was able to be solved. This number was compared to the data collected by the
fast FID. The iteration procedure was discontinued when these numbers agreed to within 1
percent of the actual mole fraction value. The total fresh charge mass was kept for
calculation of the mass of fuel exhausted as UHC for the cycle.
4.4 Mass of Fuel Exhausted as Engine-Out Hydrocarbon Emissions
The fast FID probe located in the exhaust port was used to measure the cycle-by-cycle
mass of fuel leaving the engine in the form of unburned fuel or partially-oxidized
hydrocarbon product species. The FID voltage trace is first adjusted for the phase lag due to
the sample transit time. The average signal at TDC of the exhaust stroke was taken to be
representative of the mean level of HC emissions for the cycle. The signal was averaged over
the twenty crank angles centered around 5400 ABDC Compression. The conversion to a mole
fraction value was similar to that for the in-cylinder data, namely
HC,(ppmCi) = 4578f're (21.)
VFID = the mean voltage for the cycle,
Vref = the mean voltage response for the exhaust calibration mixture,
4578 = HC (ppmC1) for the exhaust calibration mixture.
In the case of misfiring cycles (i.e. xb < 0.25), the exhaust FID response to a stoichiometric
propane air mixture was used for Vref and 125,644 replaces 4578 in (21.).
The mass of fuel leaving the engine in unburned HC form is determined by the
expression,
m f HC = m HCexh (ppmC1 )(M (C) (22.)
where
mexh = mass of exhaust for the cycle ~ mrf, + m,fr which were calculated for current
cycle,
MWf (C1) = fuel molecular weight based on C1,
= MWf / (No. of carbon atoms in fuel molecule),
MWexh = exhaust gas molecular weight, determined on mole-fraction weighted basis
for current cycle exhaust gas composition.
4.5 Cycle-by-Cycle Overall Equivalence Ratio
The overall charge equivalence ratio was monitored by the universal exhaust gas
oxygen (UEGO) analyzer located in the exhaust stream. The voltage signal for each cycle
was averaged over 180 degrees crank angle centered around TDC of the exhaust stroke. The
term overall equivalence ratio is used since this analysis is "averaged" over the entire charge,
whereas the fast FID-determined equivalence ratio represents a point measurement in the
charge. In addition, this term should be differentiated from the vapor equivalence ratio
determined by FID measurements as the UEGO sensor analyzes the exhaust products which
may include liquid fuel which has evaporated after the main combustion event and oxidized
in the high-temperature exhaust gases. The time-response of the instrument is believed to
be on the order of one engine cycle at this engine speed.
Table 4.1: Sensitivity of the Final Mass Fraction Burned Results to Model Inputs [Cheung]
Parameter Change in Parameter Resulting Change in
Xb,final
Wall Temperature + 50 K + 0.5 %
Swirl Ratio, Rswiri 0 to 0.75 + 2 to 5 %
Heat Transfer Constant, ci + 30 % (c2 held constant) + 1 to 4 %
Heat Transfer Constant, c2 + 30 % (ci held constant) + 1 to 2 %
Crevice Volume, Vcrev + 1 % of Clearance Volume + 0.5 to 1 %
Motoring Polytropic Constant, n 1.30 + 0.05 + < 1 %
Initial Cylinder Mass + 5 % + 4 to 6 %
Heat Transfer Exponent 0.8 + 0.1 + < 1 %
Pressure Data Inaccuracy + 5 % + 5 to 6 %
hinidm,
• Open Control
Volume Boundary
dQht
Figure 4.1: Control Volume for the One-Zone Heat Release Analysis
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Figure 4.2: Transient Wall Temperature Profile Used For Heat-Release Analysis.
(Note: Blackened points represent actual data averaged over all tests. The dark line is the
solution used in the heat transfer calculations.)
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Qualitative Analysis
The data presented here represents the calculated performance parameters for each
start-up test set. Included are plots of the gross indicated mean effective pressure (GIMEP),
the in-cylinder hydrocarbon mole fraction (y,HC), and the mole fraction of hydrocarbon in the
engine exhaust stream. These quantities are represented for the first five hundred cycles of
the test (one minute at 1000 rpm). An enlarged view during the first one hundred cycles is
also provided.
Due to the long time required for each data acquisition, the ambient conditions often
changed significantly from test to test. the throttle position for the next run had to be reset
to achieve the same air mass flow rate as the initial test since the fuel injection pulsewidth
was not altered. Therefore, the "unit injection"- the mass of fuel required for the engine to
operate at stoichiometric conditions when the engine had completely warmed up- remained
the same for all tests with a specific fuel, and the airflow was then adjusted to the same
value as the first test, giving the same injected fuel-air ratio for each test. However, it was
later found that the laminar flow element airflow measurements which were used to reset
the airflow to the initial test condition were greatly in error. The most likely cause of the
error was a leak in the intake system somewhere downstream of the flow measurement
location. The severity of the error changed with changes in the intake manifold condition
and ambient condition, thus leading to "unit" injections corresponding to values ranging from
0.98 to 1.05 times the stoichiometric amount. This was determined from the UEGO sensor
equivalence ratio readings at steady-state (-20 minutes) at which time it could be assumed
that all of the injected fuel was vaporized every cycle due to the thermal conditions in the
intake manifold.
The actual air mass flow rate is one of the key inputs to the fuel accounting routine.
To obtain a reasonably accurate estimate for the air mass per cycle, the amount of fuel
injected per cycle- known from the injection pulse duration- and the steady-state UEGO
reading of relative air-fuel equivalence ratio were used to calculate the air mass per cycle at
steady-state. The value of the air flow rate for earlier cycles in the test was corrected by
normalizing by the intake manifold pressure (constant port volumetric efficiency
assumption).
5.1.1 Results for Fuel 809-P
The first set of start-up data was taken with the fuel denoted 809-P. This fuel was
the most volatile gasoline tested, having a DI of 1172. Four tests were performed in which
four, six, eight, and ten times the stoichiometric unit injection were supplied in the first
cycle. Each subsequent injection was approximately the required fuel amount for
stoichiometric operation. Therefore, the most noticeable differences between test cases
should be expected within the first fifty to one hundred cycles of data acquisition.
All tests were performed at a starting intake manifold pressure of between 0.46 to
0.48 bar, corresponding to an intake air mass flow rate of approximately 1.9 g/sec. At this
inlet pressure, the backflow of hot burned gases into the intake system decreased the
volumetric efficiency by heating the intake air. At the same time, the same effect caused the
intake manifold pressure to rise slightly. In total, these effects roughly canceled, and only
slight variations in air mass flow rate were observed. The spark timing was set to 230 BTC
and engine speed was set at 1000 + 5 rpm by the dynamometer.
Baseline (Six Unit Injection) Case
Figure 5.1 shows the behavior of the indicated gross mean effective pressure
(GIMEP) versus cycle number for the six unit injection start. The second plot provides an
enlarged view over the first one hundred cycles of data. During the first several cycles, the
engine fires as evidenced by the positive value of GIMEP for these cycles. However, after the
second cycle the combustion is beginning to weaken and GIMEP drops during cycles three
and four. The engine begins to misfire by cycle five. This is most likely due to a mixture
composition within the cylinder which is too lean for combustion to initiate. Cycles one and
two show a very high value of IMEP slightly greater than the steady-state GIMEP value
probably due to a lack of charge dilution by residual gas since the engine has just begun to
fire. Significant combustion does not resume again until the twenty-second cycle at which
time the GIMEP reaches about one-quarter of its steady-state value. Over the next forty
cycles, the combustion is sporadic with a strong firing cycle generally followed by a cycle with
very low GIMEP. From cycle sixty to cycle one hundred the fluctuations in GIMEP begin to
die out with GIMEP rising steadily. The value continues to rise steadily over the next one
hundred cycles to a value of approximately 4.2 bar.
Figure 5.2 Displays the behavior of the fuel vapor concentration within the cylinder
during this period of time. During the first cycle which received the large injection pulse, the
in-cylinder y,HC value is much larger than the stoichiometric value for a typical gasoline-air
mixture (-140,000 ppm Cl). The second cycle value is much lower than the first-
approximately 115,000 ppm C1. The lower value may be explained by two effects. First, the
charge is composed of some burned gas residual from the previous firing cycle. In addition,
the composition of the in-cylinder charge early in the start-up process is heavily-weighted
toward the low boiling point components of the fuel. Since only the first cycle received an
enriched pulse, that cycle would deplete a large fraction of the light-end components injected
in that injection. Subsequent cycles would rely on a substantially lower amount of light-end
components (from a single unit injection) and whatever heavier components of the gasoline
were left in the intake port from previous injections in order to form a combustible mixture.
As a result, the charge rapidly becomes too lean to burn several cycles from starting with this
injection strategy.
Once the effects of the initial injection enrichment have disappeared, the in-cylinder
y,HC settles to a level of between 72,000 and 80,000 ppm C1. The level increases very little
with each cycle until firing begins again. The engine then enters a sporadic firing phase
which begins at cycle twenty-two when y,HC has reached a value of 85,000 ppm C1. This
equivalence ratio appears to be somewhat lean for combustion to occur, but the FID
measurement only corresponds to one location in the cylinder. Since this cycle is early in the
start-up, large mixture inhomogeneities may exist within the cylinder.
During the following twenty cycles which exhibit large cycle-to-cycle combustion
variability, it appears as if the combustion may be perturbed by prior cycle effects. When
the in-cylinder y,HC value rises above 85,000 ppm C1, the engine fires relatively well for this
early in the start-up (GIMEP > 2.0 bar). These cycles are typically followed by one or two
cycles with substantially lower y,HC and GIMEP of typically less than 1.0 bar. It is plausible
that these initial firing cycles may cause subsequent cycles to misfire due to the effects of
residual gas dilution. It may take several misfiring cycles to purge this burned residual gas
and reform a combustible mixture within the cylinder before the engine can fire again. Once
the in-cylinder y,HC value rises above 90,000 ppm C1 (cycle 48), this cyclical misfiring
behavior ends and all cycles have a GIMEP value of greater than 2.0 bar.
As the engine begins to fire on each cycle from this point forward, the cycle-to-cycle
variations in GIMEP lessen and the value of GIMEP rises steadily until some time between
cycles 200 and 230. The behavior of in-cylinder y,HC also closely matches this trend. The
rapid growth in fuel vapor concentration also slows considerably after cycle 200. By the end
of one minute (cycle 500), the average HC mole fraction in the cylinder per cycle is
approximately 116,000 ppm C1. This value corresponds to an approximate relative fuel-air
equivalence ratio of 0.98 when corrected for dilution by residual gas (xr - 15%).
Figure 5.3 displays the data for the exhaust HC mole fraction throughout the start.
The exhaust HC levels begin at a very low level during the first several firing cycles. This is
immediately followed by a period of drastic increase as the engine begins to misfire. During
these twenty or so cycles the exhaust port HC measurement agrees with the in-cylinder y,HC
to within five percent. The emissions during this period appear to come only from fuel which
was vaporized as part of the in-cylinder charge prior to compression. When firing begins at
cycle 22, the exhaust HC concentration drops to a value of about 12,000 ppm C1. The
following twenty cycles also exhibit the stochastically-firing characteristics shown in the
GIMEP data. Cycles alternate between high HC levels corresponding to misfiring and
partially burning cycles and low HC levels indicating a cycle in which substantial combustion
has occurred. It is interesting to note that the exhaust HC peaks for the misfiring cycles
sometimes correspond to significantly lower levels than the in-cylinder y,HC for the same
cycle. For example, in cycle 30, the in-cylinder y,HC is 80,600 ppm C1 while the exhaust
FID measurement corresponds to only 53,700 ppm C1. During this cycle the GIMEP is a
small positive value indicating that there may be some partial combustion occurring in this
cycle. Before the engine begins firing consistently, this pattern is repeated several times.
Also, many cycles exhibiting very low GIMEP values show low (< 6,000 ppm Cl) exhaust HC
levels which are typically indicative of cycles in which combustion is good. The low exhaust
HC emission levels indicate that most of the in-cylinder hydrocarbons have oxidized during
the period between compression and sampling by the exhaust FID. It is possible that
significant numbers of late-burning slow combustion cycles occur between cycle 22 and 48.
The oxidation may be occurring so late during the expansion stroke (possibly even after
exhaust valve opening) that it results in very little pressure rise in the cylinder.
Figure 5.4 Displays the overall relative fuel-air equivalence ratio (0) determined by
the UEGO sensor located in the exhaust stream. The flat portion of the signal occurring
during the first fifty cycles is characteristic of the sensor. It is unable to determine the
equivalence ratio while the engine is not firing. The same features shown by the in-cylinder
y,HC are displayed in the exhaust gas analysis under normal firing conditions. The initial
rich excursion due to the first injection pulse is somewhat damped out probably due to the
time response of the sensor. The engine begins to fire reliably around cycle fifty at an
approximate value of QD= 0.7. The overall equivalence ratio builds up rapidly during the next
one hundred cycles. By cycle 250, the transient increase in equivalence ratio has dissipated.
This agrees well with the timescale for both the GIMEP and in-cylinder y,HC to reach a
quasi-steady value.
Four Unit Injection Case
In this data set the initial injection enrichment used was four times the
stoichiometric injection. Again the fuel used was the high volatility gasoline with a DI of
1172. This value is typical of a normal cold-weather gasoline.
Figure 5.5 Shows the gross indicated mean effective pressure results for the first five
hundred and one hundred cycles of the test respectively. As in the baseline case, the engine
fires well in the first cycle and second. In comparison to the six unit injection test in which
the first two cycles had GIMEP slightly higher than the steady-state value, the values for
these cycles is lower with respect to the steady-state level. These cycles are followed by a
cycle with almost negligible work output and by the fourth cycle, a complete misfire occurs.
The GIMEP oscillates about zero for the next fifteen cycles. Some cycles have slightly
positive values, indicating that partial combustion may be occurring during this time. The
low work output shown by these cycles indicates that either the combustion occurs very late
in the expansion stroke or undergoes bulk quenching due to lean conditions in the cylinder.
The first significantly firing cycle after the misfiring period occurs during cycle
twenty. From cycle twenty to cycle fifty, the pattern of alternating firing and misfiring
occurs. This corresponds to roughly the same time period it happened in the baseline test.
For the next forty cycles all cycles exhibit a GIMEP value of at least fifty percent of the
steady-state value. The fluctuations in GIMEP reduce rapidly. By the one hundredth cycle
the GIMEP rises to over eighty percent of its steady-state value. Most oscillations in the
GIMEP have also ceased by this time.
Figure 5.6 Displays the in-cylinder vapor mole fraction (y,HC) as determined via the
fast FID during the first minute of operation. The concentration in the first cycle is about
145,000 ppm C1 which is slightly above the stoichiometric value for the gasoline-air mixture.
In the second cycle, y,HC drops to significantly lean value (-95,000 ppm Cl). This is
probably the reason for the lower value of GIMEP than in the baseline test for cycle two.
The vapor fraction decreases slightly over the next several cycles and reaches a minimum at
cycle six (-74,000 ppm C1). The next strong firing cycle (cycle 20) occurs at a y,HC value of
85,000 ppm C1. It is not apparent why this cycle fires and others prior to it do not since
several cycles prior to this achieve the same vapor concentration but exhibit no significant
GIMEP value. No cycle with a GIMEP of greater than 1.0 bar ever shows a y,HC value of
less than 80,000 ppm C1.
During the alternating firing between cycle 20 and cycle fifty, most- but not all- of the
strong firing cycles (GIMEP > 2.0 bar) are followed by a cycle with significantly lower vapor
concentration which either misfires or only partially burns. For instance, cycle 26 (y,HC=
89,500 ppm Cl, GIMEP= 2.03 bar) is followed by a cycle with a vapor mole fraction of 76,400
ppm C1 and negative GIMEP. The in-cylinder vapor concentration then rises over the next
several cycles until the next strong firing cycle which is again followed by an extremely lean
cycle after which this cycle repeats. This pattern repeats five noticeable times during this
start-up (cycles 26, 30, 33, 37, and 45). Again, the most likely explanation for this behavior is
the dilution of the following cycle's charge by burned residual gas from the exhaust backflow
during valve overlap. As the vapor build-up in the cylinder continues, the effects of the
strong firing cycle on the next cycle's work output and vapor concentration become less
pronounced. By cycle fifty, the in-cylinder HC concentration is at least 90,000 ppm Cl for
every cycle. After this point, all cycles achieve at least fifty percent of the steady-state
GIMEP. The average y,HC level at one minute is 116,000 ppm C1 which corresponds to an
in-cylinder fuel-air equivalence ratio of 0.96 when corrected for residual gas dilution. This is
slightly leaner than the value of 1.02 measured by the exhaust gas analyzer. The y,HC levels
are fairly constant after 200-220 cycles, about the same time at which the vapor build-up
transient appears to be complete in the baseline case. This agrees well with the timescale for
the rise in GIMEP.
Throughout, the first minute of the start-up, the y,HC value seems to cycle up and
down from one cycle to the next. This may simply be a characteristic of the FID technique
and be a measure of the uncertainty associated with the instrument when it is configured for
in-cylinder applications. However, it is possible that the cycling is also evidence of the
importance of liquid fuel in the intake port on mixture formation during the starting process.
One cycle may be enriched by vaporization of the more volatile fuel components in the intake
port, resulting in a slightly higher value than the mean y,HC. This would leave the intake
port liquid film weighted more toward the higher boiling point components of the fuel which
would contribute less to the next cycle's charge. This cycle would then have a y,HC value
below the mean value.
The exhaust HC levels for the data set are shown by Figure 5.7. For the first two
cycles which fired normally, the HC level is very low. From cycle three to nineteen, there is
a drastic increase in the exhaust y,HC value, which is indicative of poor combustion in these
cycles. There are no cycles which exhibit a higher exhaust concentration than the in-
cylinder concentration. Therefore, there is no evidence of any fuel present in the exhaust
which was the result of evaporation of liquid fuel inside the cylinder late in the cycle. During
first twenty cycles the exhaust HC concentration rises with the in-cylinder concentration
with the exception of cycles seven and twelve. The level of HC in the exhaust for most of
these cycles is approximately ten percent lower than the in-cylinder HC concentration except
for cycle eleven where the difference between the two measurements is less than two
percent. This may be an indication that there is partial combustion occurring in these cycles.
Most of these cycles do show a small positive GIMEP, whereas a misfiring cycle would have a
slightly negative GIMEP value. During the intermittent firing period between cycles twenty
and fifty, there are eight cycles which have an exhaust y,HC of at least 40,000 ppm C1. All of
these cycles exhibit at least a drop of twenty-five percent from the in-cylinder HC
concentration to the HC concentration sampled in the exhaust. It is evident, that none of
these cycles completely misfires because a misfired cycle would show an exhaust y,HC level
approximately equal to the in-cylinder level.
Once relatively stable combustion begins, the exhaust HC emissions drop to about
3500 ppm C1. The amount of HC in the exhaust stream increases until cycle 200. As in the
baseline test, the rise in y,HC coincides with the rise in in-cylinder equivalence ratio. The
y,HC values over the next one hundred cycles ranges from 7000 to 9000 ppm C1. These are
reasonably high values for a lean mixture. By the end of the first minute of the test, the HC
exhausted decreases slightly to between 6500 and 7500 ppm C1.
Figure 5.8 displays the overall charge equivalence ratio measured by the exhaust gas
analysis method. The data again agrees well with the in-cylinder FID data trends. Firing
occurs at an equivalence ratio of 0.65 to 0.70 and rapidly rises following the first few firing
cycles (- cycle 40). Initially, the equivalence ratio rises rapidly reaching 0.95 by cycle 200.
As the test proceeds, the equivalence ratio increases at a decreasing rate as the intake
surfaces warm up from backflow of burned gases during valve overlap. A stable equivalence
ratio of approximately 1.01 is achieved shortly after 300 cycles.
Eight Unit Injection Case
Figure 5.9 Displays the GIMEP behavior during the first minute of operation for the
eight unit injection run. For this test, the engine fires very well during the first three cycles.
In the fourth cycle the GIMEP is lower than the previous cycles but still greater than half of
the steady-state GIMEP of 4.3 bar. From this point, the combustion characteristics for the
first twenty cycles of this test are markedly better than for the baseline test. While the fifth
cycle has a very low GIMEP, it is followed by three partially-firing cycles before two more
misfires. Several of the first twenty cycles produce at least twenty-five percent of the steady-
state work output. The GIMEP for cycle seventeen is nearly 2.0 bar; however, the cycle after
it misfires completely. A period of cyclic firing and misfiring similar to that seen in the
baseline data follows. This behavior ends near cycle fifty as it did in the baseline test.
After the sixtieth cycle, the magnitude of the GIMEP oscillations decreases
significantly. By cycle 85 the GIMEP changes very little between subsequent cycles. The
work output for this test rises quickly between cycles 80 and 160. The GIMEP appears to
have reached its steady-state value by cycle 300.
The in-cylinder vapor concentration measured via fast FID appears in Figure 5.10.
In the first cycle, the fuel vapor fraction is much larger than in the baseline case due to the
two extra units of fuel injected during this cycle. The effects of this extra fuel are also
noticeable during the second cycle as this cycle only received a one unit injection but shows a
rich in-cylinder mixture. The effects of the initial enrichment pulse appear to have
deteriorated by the fifth cycle and the in-cylinder y,HC remains at a relatively constant level
of 90,000 to 95,000 ppm C1, which is still very lean despite the large first injection pulse.
There is no apparent reason from the FID data as to why the fifth cycle misfires since
the vapor concentration is 94,500 ppm C1. It is possible that the mixture is still very
stratified at this point, and thus the concentration closer to the spark plug may be lower.
There is a steady decrease in y,HC from cycles thirteen to sixteen. After the normal value of
y,HC in cycle thirteen, the engine abruptly misfires during the three cycles in which y,HC
declines. Residual gas from the combustion in cycle thirteen may have diluted the charge in
the subsequent cycle causing the misfire. Residual gas generally takes several cycles to
purge from the cylinder at medium loads. Therefore, the residual in the charge from cycle
thirteen may also cause cycles fifteen and sixteen to misfire. The next drop in y,HC comes in
cycle 29; however, this cycle does not misfire. Over the next five cycles, the vapor
concentration increases again, and the GIMEP for these cycles also increases. Two relatively
large spikes in the vapor concentration appear during cycles 42 and 45. These cycles show a
strong work output compared to the several cycles surrounding them. After these two spikes,
the vapor fraction increases steadily, and there is little combustion variability from this point
on.
In general, the vapor mole fraction for this test is higher than for the baseline test
and the four unit injection test. It is possible that the amount of fuel injected per cycle for
this test is slightly greater than the stoichiometric value. Slight variations in the amount of
fuel injected resulted from the uncertainty in the air mass inducted each cycle. The
combustion in the first twenty cycles may be enhanced by the extra fuel injected. In this
data set, the vapor concentration rarely drops below 90,000 ppm C1 even in the early cycles.
Additionally, the in-cylinder charge is not nearly as lean as in the preceding tests, and there
is much less variability in the in-cylinder vapor mole fraction. The surplus fuel may be large
enough to prevent the effects of residual gas dilution which were thought to perturb the
combustion in the early cycles of the baseline experiment.
The vapor mole fraction rises steadily once combustion has been re-established
around cycle twenty. The value of y,HC increases rapidly until cycle 160. A slower rise is
noticeable from cycle 160 to cycle 300, at which time the in-cylinder fuel concentration
appears to stabilize. This trend is consistent with the transient GIMEP behavior for the first
minute of operation. The steady state equivalence ratio near the end of the test is 1.00 and
agrees very well with the value obtained from the exhaust gas analyzer.
The exhaust HC emissions data is presented in Figure 5.11. This data clearly reflects
the good starting performance for this test. Misfiring cycles are evident only in the first
twenty cycles. Even then the exhaust HC mole fraction is significantly lower than the in-
cylinder value indicating that these cycles are partial burns and not complete misfires. Two
partial burning cycles appear before cycle 40 after the engine appears to have been firing
consistently for a period of several cycles. When a relatively good burn cycle occurs the
initial y,HC exhaust value is between 3000 to 4500 ppm C1. As the test progresses, the value
rises to roughly 6000 to 8000 ppm C1. There is no apparent decrease throughout the rest of
the first minute.
The UEGO-derived fuel-air equivalence ratio is shown in Figure 5.12. The trend
appears to be similar to the tests described previously and agrees well with the measured in-
cylinder data.
Ten Unit Injection Case
The GIMEP for the ten-unit injection case is recorded in Figure 5.13. The
enhancement of the combustion in the first several cycles from starting due to the excessive
enrichment are very clear. The engine fires relatively well for the first four cycles with a
GIMEP of at least two-thirds of the steady-state value. The work output of the first cycle is
relatively low when compared to other cases as the large injection pulse most likely results in
a very rich in-cylinder mixture, thereby, retarding the burning rate. The GIMEP for the next
two cycles is increasing with the maximum occurring in cycle three. This trend was not
evident in earlier test cases. This indicates that the a large amount of fuel reaches the
cylinder in these cycles even though a stoichiometric injection is provided. Thus, the liquid
fuel remaining in the intake port from the initial cycle most likely plays a significant role in
the mixture formation process for these cycles. Although, the depletion of the fuel from the
initial injection results in relatively little energy release after cycle four, the mixture remains
combustible until cycle eight as evidenced by the positive GIMEP result for cycles five
through seven.
Throughout the next ten cycles, negligible pressure rise is apparent; however, the
engine appears to begin firing again by cycle 17. Several cycles with GIMEP of at least 25
percent of the steady-state value occur prior to cycle forty, but the combustion begins to
stabilize somewhat later than in the baseline case (around cycle fifty). From this point
forward, no complete misfires occur, and very few low work output cycles appear. The
average GIMEP value when the engine begins firing consistently is about 2.5 bar (fifty-nine
percent of steady-state GIMEP). This value indicates that the charge in the cylinder is still
very lean. The GIMEP value rapidly rises to near 3.5 bar by cycle 100, and the large-scale
fluctuations in work output have mostly abated by this time. By cycle 180, the GIMEP
reaches ninety percent of the steady-state value and by cycle 350, it has reached 99 percent
of that value.
The in-cylinder vapor fraction results appear in Figure 5.14. The equivalence ratio in
the first cycle is nearly 1.75 due to the large amount of over-fueling occurring in that cycle.
This confirms the suspicion that the low first cycle GIMEP value was the result of excessive
mixture enrichment. The second cycle also receives more than the stoichiometric amount of
fuel due to the large initial injection. The relative fuel-air ratio for this cycle falls in the
range 1.21 to 1.43 depending on the amount of residual gas resulting from the first cycle.
The higher number corresponds to the steady-state predicted residual fraction value, while
the lower corresponds to zero residual. The actual value must fall somewhere between these
as it is unlikely that the residual fraction builds up in only one cycle, and there is obviously
some residual present due to combustion which occurred in cycle one. The vapor
concentration continues to drop throughout the next several cycles but the values for cycles
three and four are still close to stoichiometric. A relative minimum in the fuel vapor
concentration occurs in cycle five, indicating that the transient due to the effect of the initial
injection has ended. However, it is not clear why the value of in-cylinder y,HC is so low for
this cycle compared to the next few aside from the fact that it may be caused by mixture
inhomogeneity.
During the portion of the test where the engine is firing infrequently, the vapor
concentration is fairly constant at 90,000 ppm Cl ((D- 0.64). Most of the misfiring cycles
during this period correspond to y,HC values of less than 87,000 ppm C1. The partially-
firing cycles occur in cycles with y,HC of at least 90,000 ppm C1. The first relatively high
GIMEP cycle occurs in cycle 38, at which time the in-cylinder y,HC is 90,500 ppm C1. After
this cycle, the vapor concentration continues to decline over several cycles and the GIMEP
degrades accordingly. The next strong combustion event occurs in cycle 45 with a GIMEP of
2.5 bar (58% of steady-state). The vapor mole fraction for this cycle is 100,000 ppmC1. This
cycle is followed by two cycles exhibiting low vapor concentrations and substantially poorer
combustion. The next ten cycles show a pattern of one cycle higher than the local average
followed by a cycle below this average level. The combustion during this period is generally
poor. Following this, the in-cylinder vapor concentration increases steadily with the same
general increase also appearing in the GIMEP data.
One significant trend apparent in this data set which was not obvious in the previous
cases is the influence of stable combustion on fuel vaporization. During the first fifty cycles
when the engine fires very infrequently, the mean value of the in-cylinder vapor fraction is
constant. However, when the combustion begins to restabilize around cycle fifty, the y,HC
value rises steadily until cycle 220. The in-cylinder vapor concentration then rises more
slowly throughout the rest of the first minute of the test.
Figure 5.15 displays the results of the exhaust port HC analysis. The first cycle
shows an exhaust y,HC value of about 55,000 ppm Cl which is very high considering that the
cycle fired relatively well. The reason for the high level of exhaust HC emissions from this
cycle is that the charge was fuel-rich and therefore, the in-cylinder air was insufficient to
oxidize the fuel completely. The next several cycles display very low HC values since the
engine fired well in these cycles. The spike in exhaust HC during cycle five is the result of
partial combustion in that cycle, possibly due to bulk-quenching of the in-cylinder charge.
The exhaust HC level then rises rapidly as the engine starts to misfire, reaching
approximately the in-cylinder level by cycle nine.
By cycle 18, the engine is firing again and the exhaust HC emissions vary widely.
Most of the large drops in the y,HC value correspond to the cycles in which a substantial
positive GIMEP was evident. This indicates that a significant fraction of the in-cylinder fuel
vapor burned sometime prior to reaching the location of the FID probe in the exhaust stream.
Other cycles which misfire completely show y,HC measurements which generally agree with
the in-cylinder measurements to within +5 percent. The rising trend in the HC value
following the firing cycles correspond to cycles with very low positive GIMEP. The low work
output but lower than in-cylinder HC levels indicate that partial combustion occurs during
these cycles. Combustion may have ended prematurely due to bulk-quenching in the
cylinder caused by an excessively lean charge composition. By cycle fifty, there are no more
apparent "spikes" in the exhaust FID trace. This is consistent with the GIMEP data in that
there appear to be no misfiring cycles after this point.
Once consistent combustion has begun, the exhaust HC mole fraction varies from
2,500 to 4,500 ppm C1. This value rises to a maximum of 8,500 ppm C1 near cycle 275. As in
other test cases, the exhaust emissions rise in unison with the increase in in-cylinder
equivalence ratio. However, after the exhaust HC reaches its maximum it begins to
decrease. By the end of the first minute of the test the, value has declined to 6,500 ppm C1
even though the in-cylinder equivalence ratio is still rising slightly at this point. Clearly,
there is some other effect than simply the rise in in-cylinder vapor concentration which is
causing the rise in exhaust HC. The increase in the measurements during the first thirty
seconds (250 cycles) may be due in part to liquid fuel transport into the cylinder during this
period. This agrees with the timescales which Meyer and Heywood reported for the in-
cylinder build-up of liquid fuel using closed valve injection and indolene fuel [6] which has a
DI very similar to the gasoline used in this experiment.
Figure 5.16 displays the equivalence ratio as measured by the UEGO analyzer
located in the engine's exhaust. The UEGO data agrees well with the in-cylinder
measurements. The in-cylinder equivalence ratio rises rapidly to a value of 0.91 by cycle
220. The time rate of change of the equivalence ratio is much smaller throughout the rest of
the test. The final value at one minute from starting is 0.96 although it appears to have
stopped increasing at this point. This may indicate that the injection provided to the engine
was slightly lean during the test.
5.1.2 Results for Fuel 810-P
The next four experiments were performed with the fuel labeled 810-P which had a
slightly higher than normal DI of 1254. The major difference between this fuel and the low
DI gasoline (809-P) is the fifty-percent distillation temperature (T5o). The two fuels have
nearly identical ten percent distillation temperatures, but the T5o of 810-P is 220 F higher
than for the more volatile blend. The T50 point of the fuel is thought to be very important in
mixture formation during starting when the intake surfaces are cool.
The same tests were performed as when fuel 809-P was used, but do to the
expectation that this gasoline would have significantly poorer evaporation, slightly larger
enrichments were used for the first injection pulse. The baseline case received eight units of
fuel in the first cycle. The other three tests received six, ten, and twelve units. The intake
manifold absolute pressure for the tests ranged from 0.45 to 0.47 bar, corresponding to an
approximate air mass flow rate of 1.85 grams per second. Spark timing was again set to 230
BTC and engine speed was 1000 + 5 rpm.
Baseline (Eight Unit Injection) Case
Figure 5.17 Presents the GIMEP for the first minute of operation. The behavior in
the first few cycles is very similar to that for the under-fueled (four unit) case for the more
volatile fuel. Cycles one and two fire normally, and have a large value of GIMEP although it
is somewhat lower than the steady state value. This is followed by a cycle with a moderate
GIMEP value. Misfiring begins at cycle four with this fuel probably due to very lean in-
cylinder charge composition. In the baseline case for fuel 809-P, the engine fired for four
cycles before misfiring, indicating that the effect of initial enrichment is lessened with
decreasing volatility.
The misfiring behavior continues for a longer period of time than in the tests with the
standard gasoline. Noticeable positive GIMEP is not observed until cycle twenty-seven. The
work output for this cycle is very low. Several moderately firing cycles occur before cycle
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sixty, but the GIMEP for these cycles is still less than fifty percent of the steady-state value.
Cycle 73 is the first significant firing cycle- achieving at least 75 percent of the steady-state
GIMEP. The pattern of a normally-firing cycle followed by several poorly-firing cycles
appears much later than in the tests with fuel 809-P. Large scale fluctuations in GIMEP
persist until approximately 150 cycles (18 seconds), but the mean work output rises rapidly
during this time period. Some relatively large scale fluctuations in GIMEP occur prior to
cycle 200. The rise GIMEP becomes very slow after cycle 250; however, there is a more
noticeable rise between this point and cycle 500 than in the baseline test with the lighter
gasoline. The GIMEP reaches ninety-nine percent of the steady-state value after 370 cycles.
The in-cylinder fuel vapor concentration is depicted in Figure 5.18. The initial rich
excursion due to the initial enrichment is present in cycle one, but the in-cylinder y,HC is
much lower than for the comparable eight unit injection case with the normal DI gasoline.
This indicates that the medium volatility components of the gasoline are significant in
forming the charge in the first cycle. The effects of the initial enrichment appear to have
dissipated by the fourth cycle. The in-cylinder y,HC remains very lean (75,000 to 85,000
ppm C1) until firing resumes at cycle 27. The vapor mole fraction during this cycle is 90,000
ppm C1. Several cycles prior to cycle 27 approached this value of mole fraction without
significant pressure rise occurring in these cycles. It is apparent that the onset of firing
during the starting process depends on factors other than the in-cylinder equivalence fuel
concentration.
Between cycle 30 and cycle 70, several cycles with moderate combustion take place.
The cycle immediately following these cycles often experiences a drop in y,HC of 5000 to
10000 ppm C1 and low GIMEP. Cycles 67 to 73 are an excellent example of this behavior.
The low amount of fuel vapor in these cycles may result from residual gas dilution from the
firing cycle, but the trend is not always observed. Significant increases in y,HC from its
baseline level of 80,000 ppm C1 begin after the thirtieth cycle. This is coincident with the
time at which the engine begins to fire again. Once combustion resumes, the evaporation of
the injected fuel is most likely enhanced by the backflow of hot burned gases into the intake
port. This hot gas heats the intake port surfaces causing increased evaporation of the liquid
fuel remaining in the intake port. The rapid increase in y,HC in the cylinder appears to end
shortly after cycle 250; however, the value continues to rise slightly throughout the first
minute of operation. This trend is very similar to the rise in GIMEP for this test.
Six Unit Injection Case
The GIMEP results for the under-fueled six unit injection start are presented in
Figure 5.21. The engine fires for only the first two cycles in this test. This most likely results
from the smaller accumulated liquid fuel mass in the intake port. It is probable that the good
combustion in these cycles uses up the majority of the light-end components of the injected
gasoline, leaving the vaporized charge for cycle three to lean to burn.
Following these two cycles, the GIMEP stays below zero for most of the first thirty
cycles. Slight positive GIMEP is indicated in cycles 20, 25, and 26. The GIMEP reaches
approximately ten percent of the steady state value in cycles 29 and 30. The period between
cycles thirty and sixty is marked with many moderately-firing cycles (GIMEP between 25
and 50% of the steady-state level). Each firing cycle appears to be followed immediately by a
non-firing cycle. After the misfire, the GIMEP rises slowly until the next cycle in which
combustion is relatively good. This behavior abates after cycle 66 at which time all cycles fire
fairly consistently. Strong firing cycles after this point are generally followed by one poorly-
firing cycle. The next cycle then fires fairly well.
The first significantly-firing cycle occurs in cycle 65 (GIMEP= 3.05 bar). There are
only several instances in the first one hundred cycles of the GIMEP exceeding fifty percent of
the steady-state GIMEP value. The most rapid rise in GIMEP appears to occur between
cycles 60 and 140. Large scale GIMEP fluctuations are present until cycle 115. From this
cycle to cycle 165, the magnitude of the GIMEP oscillations steadily decreases. The work
output for the test continues to rise throughout and does not appear to have reached steady-
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state by the end of one minute of operation (cycle 500). This indicates that the fraction of
injected fuel which participates in the combustion event is still rising at this time.
Figure 5.22 Presents the in-cylinder fuel vapor concentration during the first minute
of the six unit injection test. The first cycle which receives the large enrichment is very rich
(178,000 ppm C1). This value, however, is much lower than the fuel vapor mole fraction
appearing in the first cycle of the six unit injection test with fuel 809-P. The vapor
concentration drops markedly in the next cycle to a slightly lean value which is
approximately ninety-five percent of the stoichiometric value for the gasoline-air mixture.
The vapor fraction continues to subside over the next two cycles, reaching its absolute
minimum by cycle four ( 73,500 ppm Cl). This behavior is similar to that for the first few
cycles of the baseline test for this particular fuel. Like the baseline test, the in-cylinder
y,HC value remains between 75,000 ppm Cl and 85,000 ppm C1 while the engine is
misfiring. The vapor concentration is increasing very slowly during this misfiring period.
There appears to be no clear reason as to why some cycles fire between cycles 20 and 40 and
some do not. There is little difference in the fuel concentration during these cycles. For
instance, the in-cylinder y,HC drops significantly at cycle 31; however, this is a cycle which
shows a positive GIMEP. The GIMEP for cycle 36 is very large for this early in the start-up
process. The cycle following it has a nearly identical vapor concentration but does not fire.
There is a great deal more variability in the in-cylinder FID results during the period
between cycles 35 and 65 while the engine is firing randomly. After cycle 65, the value of
y,HC remains above 90,000 ppm Cl for nearly every cycle. When the vapor concentration is
above this level there are no misfires and relatively few cycles with extremely low work
output.
The in-cylinder FID measurement continues to rise throughout the first 250 cycles at
a fairly constant rate. During the next 250 cycles, there is drastic decrease in the y,HC
measurement. This is obviously the result of an error with the measurement technique. The
most probable cause of such an error is clogging of the FID sampling tube either by
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particulate matter or liquid fuel. Individual inspection of the FID data showed none of the
symptoms which were noticed when liquid fuel condenses in the FID tube. The step rise in
FID output near cycle 440 indicates that whatever may have been clogging the tube exited
the tube. It is unclear why the FID response is decreasing after this step change.
The exhaust FID results for this test are presented in Figure 5.23. The exhaust HC
concentration for the first two cycles is very low as normal combustion occurred in these
cycles. The concentration then increases steadily to a value slightly greater than 70,000 ppm
C1. The value then rises slowly along with the in-cylinder y,HC value, but the level is
generally lower than that measured by the in-cylinder FID. This may be a result of
calibration errors. The sudden drops in the signal between cycles 35 and 50 indicate that
relatively strong combustion occurs in some of these cycles. The alternating peaks at this
time indicate cycles with little or no combustion occurring. The peaks are significantly lower
than the value of in-cylinder y,HC for all of these cycles. It is probable that there is some
partial combustion during this period of time even though the GIMEP values indicate that
there is very little work output.
Once stable combustion begins at cycle 65, the exhaust HC remains at a relatively
low value indicating that complete combustion occurs in all cycles after this point. The
exhaust emission levels slowly rise from this point until three hundred cycles have elapsed.
The measured HC concentration in the exhaust for the rest of the first minute is between
8000 and 9000 ppm C1. This level is several times higher than typical for a stoichiometric
gasoline-air mixture. This phenomenon may be a result of the large amount of liquid fuel
which is present in the intake port from the early cycles of the test when the engine did not
fire. Furthermore, a large portion of the liquid fuel injected which does not appear as vapor
may have been absorbed in the cylinder wall oil film.
Figure 5.24 Shows the response of the fuel-air equivalence ratio which was measured
by the exhaust gas analyzer. The signal begins to rise as the engine fires after cycle 65. The
equivalence ratio when the combustion stabilizes is between 0.65 and 0.70. Like the GIMEP
for this test, the equivalence ratio continues to rise throughout the first minute of the
starting process. Even though a stoichiometric mixture is injected in the intake port, the
mixture sampled is lean throughout the test. As much as ten percent of the injected fuel is
not accounted for in this measurement until cycle 250. The steady rising trend in
equivalence ratio measured late in the first minute of this test is evidence that there is still
some transient liquid fuel behavior occurring in the intake port even after hundreds of firing
cycles have heated the intake surfaces.
Ten Unit Injection Case
The ten unit injection start for the mid-volatility gasoline displays by far the worst
combustion characteristics throughout the first minute of operation of any of the tests
performed. The GIMEP results are presented in Figure 5.25. The combustion begins
immediately in the starting cycle with a GIMEP value that is fifteen percent higher than the
mean GIMEP value at one minute from starting. This indicates rapid combustion due to
favorable mixture conditions within the cylinder (i.e. the in-cylinder charge is not so rich due
to the enriched injection that it results in slow combustion). The second cycle also shows a
value slightly higher than the mean GIMEP, indicating a near stoichiometric charge is
obtained. In the following cycle, the work output declines by twenty percent, and a misfire
occurs in the cycle following it.
Following the initial firing phase, the engine misfires through the first fifty cycles as
evidenced by negative GIMEP for every cycle from cycle 4 to cycle 55. The first statistically
significant work output occurs in cycle 58 (GIMEP= 0.97 bar, 25% of steady-state value).
This cycle is followed by three more misfires . The next twenty cycles display some cycles
which misfire and some which have a slightly positive GIMEP. However, during this period,
the work output fails to ever rise above one-quarter of its steady-state value. Cycles 80 to
100 show slightly more stable combustion with several cycles reaching GIMEP values of
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around forty percent of the steady-satte level, yet periods of several consecutive misfiring
cycles are evidenced.
On a longer timescale, the GIMEP fluctuates a great deal during the period between
cycles 100 and 200 with the work output rising rapidly during this period. By cycle 200, the
mean GIMEP is approximately 75 percent of the mean value at one minute from starting.
This indicates that the in-cylinder mixture is still extremely lean but well within the
flammable limit during this period as few misfires occur. The combustion during these 100
cycles appears to follow the same sporadic firing trend which was experienced during cycles
50 to 100 with the high volatility gasoline (809-P). During this time the in-cylinder charge
may be lean enough that the residual gas from the previous cycle significantly influences the
combustion quality in the current cycle. The work output retains a relatively large
fluctuating component until approximately cycle 270. This variation persists for much longer
than in all other tests. It is possible that the mixture supplied to the cylinder during this test
is slightly lean even when steady-state is reached resulting in more cyclic combustion
variability overall. Finally, several cycles even near the end of the first minute of the test
show much lower work output than the mean cycle at this time. Again, this variability may
result from leaner than average cycles resulting from a poorer mixture preparation with the
heavier fuel.
The results of the in-cylinder FID measurements for this data appear in Figure 5.26.
The first cycle receives a rich mixture, while the second cycle has a mixture composition near
stoichiometric which explains the high GIMEP output for that cycle. During the first several
cycles the in-cylinder fuel mole fraction drops rapidly as the effects of the initial enrichment
pulse lessen. By the fifth cycle the enrichment appears to no longer have any effect on the
mixture preparation in the port, as the y,HC value reaches a minimum value in that cycle.
The mean vapor concentration level due to only fuel evaporation without combustion
occurring appears to be relatively constant near 80,000 ppm C1. Thus, the evaporation of a
stoichiometric injection of fuel in the intake port without firing in the cylinder to heat the
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valve surface produces a charge which is too lean to burn. The engine may then require
many misfiring cycles to amass enough liquid fuel in the intake port to supply a combustible
mixture to the cylinder.
Several cycles later, the vapor concentration shows a significant increase of nearly
10,000 ppm C1. The reason for this is unknown, but it may indicate the effect of liquid fuel
entering the cylinder during these two cycles. During these two cycles, the GIMEP is still
near zero but slightly higher than the negative GIMEP for the other cycles during this time
period. It is possible that the increase in fuel vapor during these cycles may have caused the
charge to ignite, but it most likely quenched rapidly due to the extremely lean in-cylinder
conditions. The effect is repeated again on a lesser scale near the twentieth cycle and is not
significant as to produce a noticeable change in the work output for these cycles.
Following these events, the vapor concentration builds up very slowly, remaining
below 90,000 ppm C1 until cycle 47. The in-cylinder y,HC for the first significantly-firing
cycle is 93,600 ppm C1. The most noticeable fluctuations in in-cylinder vapor concentration
occur between cycles fifty and seventy which coincides with the time at which the engine
begins to fire randomly. The changes in y,HC of the charge may be attributable to residual
gas dilution from a firing cycle. This effect would also explain why the engine fires in some
cycles and not in others.
On the long timescale plot, it should be noted that the most significant cyclic variability in in-
cylinder y,HC occurs from cycle 60 to approximately cycle 100. This is coincident with the
time at which combustion recommences and is very erratic. In general, the vapor fraction in
the cylinder builds up much more slowly for this test case than for all others. The initial
level while the engine is misfiring is around 80,000 ppm C1 which is consistent for other test
cases with the same fuel; however, the in-cylinder y,HC has built up only slightly more than
100,000 ppm C1 by cycle 200. This buildup continues at a slower rate after cycle 250. At the
end of the first minute of operation, the mean y,HC value has only reached approximately
110,000 ppm C1 (~- 0.92), which indicates that the mixture remains fairly lean throughout
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the data acquisition period. It is difficult to discern whether this is a fuel volatility effect or
improper fuel metering. Throughout the test, however the in-cylinder equivalence ratio
increases slightly as monitored at five minute intervals. By the twentieth minute from
starting the mixture is stoichiometric.
The results of the exhaust FID measurement are depicted by Figure 5.27. The first
three cycles which fired show normal exhaust HC levels. Once misfiring begins, the exhaust
y,HC quickly rises over a period of several cycles to values around 80,000 ppm C1 which
coincide with the y,HC values measured in the cylinder. The increase in the exhaust HC
levels thereafter also follows that of the in-cylinder measurement.
The first significant drop in exhaust HC concentration corresponds to the first
significant GIMEP cycle (#57). Following that event the value rises to near its pre-fired
measurement. Significant combustion is not evidenced again in the exhaust trace until the
firing event in cycle 76. This event is followed by the same behavior witnessed in earlier
tests during the sporadic firing period. The firing cycle exhibits a very low exhaust HC value
which is not near zero due to incomplete combustion occurring in most of these cycles. This
cycle is followed by another cycle with relatively low y,HC exhaust giving indication that
combustion occurs in that cycle but it is of poorer quality. The next several cycles are much
higher than the previous two, having values near the level of y,HC in the cylinder. This
value builds up over two to four cycles before the engine fires again, and the process repeats.
The sporadic firing mechanism appears from cycle 80 to cycle 120 approximately.
Several partially firing cycles can be detected between cycles 120 and 140 due to the y,HC
levels of 20,000 to 50,000 ppm C1. No abnormal combustion cycles can be seen from the
exhaust FID trace after this point. Again, the exhaust HC concentration appears to rise as
the in-cylinder mixture comes closer to stoichiometric prior to cycle 250. From cycle 250 to
the end of the data set, the mean exhaust HC level is approximately 10,000 ppm C1. This is
slightly higher than the steady-state values observed for the lighter gasoline, and these
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values are very high despite the fact that the in-cylinder charge in this case is significantly
leaner than in any of the earlier tests.
Twelve Unit Injection Case
Figure 5.29 represents the GIMEP characteristics for the twelve-unit injection
experiment with fuel 810-P. The large amount of fuel injected during cycle one results in
good combustion through the first five cycles. The low value in cycle one is the result of a
rich in-cylinder mixture. The GIMEP then rises and reaches a maximum at cycle three with
a GIMEP which is comparable to the steady-state GIMEP at one minute. The GIMEP falls
after cycle three and the engine begins to misfire in cycle six.
The misfiring behavior continues until cycle 37. There are several cycles prior to this
which have positive GIMEP values but the magnitude is very low. Cycle 37 reaches above
twenty percent of the steady-state work output. Following this cycle, there are very few
misfires; however, the mean GIMEP is extremely low until cycle 61. This indicates that the
charge is very lean and may extinguish due to local pockets in the cylinder which are too lean
for combustion. The GIMEP for cycle 61 is fifty-eight percent of the mean value at one
minute from starting.
Although very few misfires occur after this cycle, the combustion fails to stabilize in
the first one hundred cycles. The general increasing trend in the work output after cycle
sixty can be attributed to the build-up of the fuel vapor concentration in the cylinder. While
the mixture is becoming richer, it seems to remain very lean throughout the first hundred
cycles, resulting in a large amount of combustion variability cycle-to-cycle.
The large scale GIMEP fluctuations continue until cycle 120. The fluctuations
continue to diminish untile cycle 300, at which time the GIMEP appears to have stabilized at
97 percent of the steady-state value. The work output rises slightly to near 4.0 bar by the
end of the data acquisition period. Some significant variations occur between cycles 350 and
400.
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The in-cylinder FID results appear in Figure 5.30. The first injection pulse results in
an in-cylinder vapor concentration of nearly 230,000 ppm C1, while in the next cycle, it is
149,000 ppm C1. The duration of the initial injection effects appears to be around six cycles
as the y,HC value reaches a minimum of approximately 71,000 ppm C1 in cycle 6.
Following the initial transient, the in-cylinder vapor concentration remains very
constant at 78,000 to 80,000 ppm C1 until cycle forty. During these cycles, little significant
combustion can be discerned from the GIMEP data. After cycle forty, the in-cylinder y,HC
begins to rise. This correlates well with the time at which the engine begins to fire
frequently. The increase in y,HC continues until about cycle 240, when the HC trace departs
from the normal trend seen from the other tests. Rather than continuing to rise throughout
the test, it begins to drop slightly in this case. The reason for this behavior is unknown,
although it is probably due to an obstruction in the sample flow path. It is quite possible that
the obstruction of the tube resulted from liquid fuel collecting in the FID sample tube;
however, inspection of the individual cycle data did not reveal any traces which showed the
typical shape common to cycles which have been influenced by liquid fuel condensation. All
other data from this point forward should be considered invalid.
The exhaust HC results are displayed in Figure 5.31. Again, the first cycle has a
large exhaust y,HC since the charge was rich and not all of the fuel could be burnt. The next
four cycles which fired rather normally display low HC emission values indicating that none
of these cycles was substantially richer than stoichiometry. The next several cycles show
high exhaust HC measurements but the y,HC in the exhaust is lower than that seen in the
cylinder. Most of these cycles have slightly positive GIMEP values, and therefore, it is likely
that the in-cylinder charge ignited and some of the fuel burned.
While the engine is misfiring, the exhaust HC measured agrees very well with the in-
cylinder value. However, some cycles show an exhaust HC concentration which is as much
as ten percent higher than the in-cylinder value of y,HC. This behavior may result from
mixture inhomogeneity in the cylinder. The in-cylinder measurement is a local
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measurement, whereas, the sampled exhaust gases are relatively well-mixed by the time
they are sampled. Alternatively, the extra fuel seen in the exhaust may come from liquid
fuel from the cylinder being evaporated after TDC compression. This fuel would not be in
vapor form when the in-cylinder FID level is measured and would not appear in the in-
cylinder measurement. It would later evaporate and be seen by the exhaust FID
measurement.
The FID measurements between cycles 50 to 75 indicate that the engine fires
sporadically during this period. Stable combustion can be seen in the exhaust gas data after
cycle 75, but several cycles with poor combustion are evidenced between cycles 85 and 95.
Another cycle where a small drop in HC appears from cylinder to exhaust occurs in cycle 101.
The reason for the apparent partial burn in this cycle is unknown. The in-cylinder vapor
concentration drops by nearly 10,000 ppm C1 in this cycle, but the GIMEP for the cycle is
similar to that of the adjacent cycles. Since no combustion abnormality is shown to explain
the high HC measured in the exhaust, it is possible that a large amount of liquid fuel was
present in the cylinder during the cycle, escaped combustion, and was exhausted with the
burned gases.
No large increases in the exhaust HC measurements appear after cycle 101. The
exhaust HC measurement typically seen for these lean firing cycles is 4,000 to 6,000 ppm C1.
The exhaust HC mole fraction rises slightly over the course of the test, reaching values of
7,000 to 8,000 ppm C1 near cycle 300. The level remains there throughout the first minute of
operation.
Figure 5.32 displays the fuel-air equivalence ratio measured in the exhaust gas
stream via UEGO analyzer. The engine appears to fire consistently at any equivalence ratio
above 0.65, yet while the charge is leaner than <D= 0.7, two misfires occur as evidenced by the
two depressions in the curve. The equivalence ratio builds to ninety percent of stoichiometric
by cycle 300. At this point the equivalence ratio appears to grow more slowly. By the end of
the first minute the value is only 0.94 and still increasing. As a stoichiometric injection was
provided, it is apparent that significant amounts of the injected fuel still do not reach the
cylinder after over 400 cycles of firing.
5.1.3 Results for Fuel 811-P
The last set of tests was performed using fuel 811-P which has a DI of 1314 which is
much higher than that for typical gasolines produced commercially. The Tio, T5o, and Tgo
points for this fuel are much higher than for fuel 809-P, with the T5 o being the maximum
allowed by current regulations. Only one set of data is presented here as the poor
startability attributes for the fuel make it unsuitable for practical use. The initial injection
for the data presented was fifteen times the stoichiometric unit injection. The intake
manifold pressure at the start of the test was 0.53 bar resulting in a higher steady-state
GIMEP than for the previous tests. Additionally, during this test, the in-cylinder sample
tube became clogged resulting in a large reduction in the signal strength. This rendered the
in-cylinder measurements unusable. As no spare FID tube was available for a repeat of the
test, no in-cylinder FID data is presented for this fuel. The clogging of the tube was
probably caused by a piece of particulate matter drawn into the line during the test. When
the cylinder head was removed after the tests, it was noticed that a large amount of soot was
accumulated in the cylinder due to the large amounts of liquid fuel present when starting the
engine with such a heavy gasoline.
Figure 5.33 displays the GIMEP data. During the first several cycles, the engine
appears to behave better with this fuel and injection strategy than in previous cases. The
first misfire did not occur until cycle 8 which is several cycles after misfiring began with the
other fuels. Additionally, the GIMEP during the first four cycles is greater than seventy
percent of the steady-state value. It is possible that more of the fuel is retained in the intake
port for slightly longer during the first few cycles as the fuel has fewer light components. As
several firing cycles take place, some of the more mid-range components left from the first
injection may be vaporized in order to sustain a combustible mixture through several more
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cycles even though the contribution of the current cycle's injected fuel probably does not
vaporize to the extent required to fire the engine.
Once misfiring begins, however, the fuel vaporized is insufficient to support
combustion until near cycle 80. The extremely high T5o point of the gasoline is probably
responsible for preventing sufficient vaporization of the injected fuel this early in the test.
Between cycle fifty and eighty, several very low work output cycles occur. The low GIMEP
may result from either bulk quenching due to lean regions in the cylinder, or combustion may
be sufficiently retarded that the charge is still burning as the exhaust valve opens.
The first cycle to reach a significant GIMEP level is cycle 89. The GIMEP for this
cycle is 3.37 bar- 72 percent of the mean value for the last 25 cycles of the first minute of
operation. From this point forward, no total misfires are evident. The large scale GIMEP
fluctuations have mostly died out by cycle 110. By cycle 200, most of the noticeable GIMEP
oscillations have disappeared, but the GIMEP is still only 85 percent of its value at one
minute from starting. This indicates that the charge is still relatively lean, and combustion
is somewhat retarded from the optimal timing. The rest of the first minute of operation is
interesting in that the GIMEP data during this period shows a much larger increase than it
did this late in the tests with lighter fuels. It is likely that by this time the intake port
surfaces have risen to a high enough temperature to begin vaporize some of the heavier fuel
components. This added mass of fuel reaching the cylinder will be quite substantial due to
the large fraction of high boiling point components in the fuel. Steady-state appears to
finally be achieved around cycle 450 at a GIMEP of 4.7 bar.
The results of the exhaust HC analysis are provided in Figure 5.34. The low exhaust
HC level for cycles one through seven indicate that the cycles all fired reasonably well- even
those with low GIMEP. The charge may have burned up to some extent in the exhaust port
prior to sampling in these cycles. The HC emissions for the first cycle are very low compared
to those seen in the earlier tests with the lighter gasolines. The level of 15,200 ppm C1
shows that the charge in this cycle was not extremely rich like in earlier tests. Even though
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fifteen times the required stoichiometric fuel mass were delivered in this cycle, only slightly
more than one times the required fuel mass reached the cylinder in this cycle to participate
in combustion. A rough estimate assuming that a stoichiometric mass of fuel burnt in cycle
one and that the exhaust HC was due exclusively to excess fuel vapor suggests that only 7.4
percent of the injected fuel reached the cylinder during this cycle.
Once misfiring begins, the HC measured rises quickly to about 100,000 ppm C1. The
value after fifty cycles is near 120,000 ppm C1, and combustion still has not resumed. These
exhaust y,HC values are much higher than typical values seen for the tests with 809-P and
810-P during this portion of the test. If the in-cylinder y,HC were this high prior to spark
timing, the engine would surely fire. It appears that the high HC levels could result from
evaporation of in-cylinder liquid fuel after spark timing. A plausible scenario for the in-
cylinder events for these cycles is that the in-cylinder vapor concentration was too low for the
charge to ignite when the spark discharged. As a result, the engine misfired. After the
misfire occurred, some liquid fuel evaporated in the cylinder to appear in the exhaust gases
sampled.
Between cycles fifty and eighty, several small drops in the y,HC measurement
indicate that some cycles partially burn; however, significant combustion does not appear
until cycle 79 in which a large decrease in y,HC is shown. Once the engine is firing
consistently, the exhaust y,HC levels off at a value of near 20,000 ppm C1 which is
significantly higher than the concentrations seen for the other test sets. These values are
more than double those observed for fuel 810-P. The peak y,HC is near 25,000 ppm C1 near
cycle 250. A slow decreasing trend is seen at the end of the test- the value of y,HC around
cycle 500 is 19,000 ppm C1. The decrease in exhaust HC emissions during the second half of
the data acquisition period is much more gradual than for the lighter fuels. The high
exhaust HC measurements are probably somewhat exaggerated due large amounts of liquid
fuel in the cylinder from the long duration of misfiring in this case. Nevertheless, the
adverse effect of a high fuel Tgo on exhaust HC emissions is obvious.
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Figure 5.35 shows the UEGO sensor measurement of the fuel-air equivalence ratio.
The most notable difference from the earlier tests is that there is a more pronounced increase
in the equivalence ratio from cycle 150 to 450 approximately. The build-up of the fuel vapor
reaching the cylinder is much more gradual than with more volatile fuels. This shows that
with a large fraction of high boiling point components, the intake valve and port wall
temperatures are insufficient to vaporize a large percentage of the injected fuel early in the
warm-up phase of operation. These components may reach the cylinder in liquid form and
contribute to the high exhaust HC emissions observed for this gasoline. By the end of one
minute of operation, some of the stoichiometric mass of fuel injected per cycle still fails to
reach the cylinder as vapor.
5.2 Quantitative Analysis
5.2.1 In-Cylinder Equivalence Ratio Measured via Fast FID
Figures 5.36 through 5.39 display the results of calculations of in-cylinder
fuel-air equivalence ratio made from the fast FID y,HC data. The analysis used an iterative
approach similar to that described in Chapter 4 for determining the in-cylinder charge
composition for the heat release analysis. The residual gas mass correlation, amount of fuel
burned calculation result, and measured in-cylinder y,HC were the inputs to the calculation.
The mass of fuel was determined, and this was normalized by the measured air mass per
cycle times the stoichiomeric fuel-air ratio for gasoline. In general, the results show excellent
agreement with the measured equivalence ratio from the UEGO sensor with the exception of
the two test cases for fuel 810-P in which the FID measurement was in error (i.e. six and
twelve unit injection cases).
The benefits of the in-cylinder FID calculated equivalence ratio versus the UEGO
sensor method include the ability to determine the charge composition when the engine is
not firing and cycle-resolved accuracy. Due to the inherent response time of the UEGO
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sensor the cycle-by-cycle fluctuations are filtered out giving a mean value for several cycles.
The plots for the baseline case include a twenty-five cycle moving average of the equivalence
ratio via the FID method. Excellent agreement is shown between the trends in both the FID
and UEGO results. There is a small difference between the two values calculated for the fuel
809-P baseline test. This was most likely the result of either a small calibration error in the
FID signal or due to the large uncertainty in the in-cylinder air content. The UEGO and FID
calculations for the fuel 810-P baseline test match almost identically after the engine begins
firing consistently.
The FID data for the early cycles of the tests provide a good indication of why the
onset of stable combustion is delayed for the less volatile gasoline. After the initial transient
due to the large first injection pulse, the four and six unit injection data for fuel 809-P show
that the equivalence ratio drops to a value between 0.50 to 0.53. This causes the initial
misfiring behavior, but the equivalence ratio quickly rises to a value above 0.60 within the
first twenty cycles and combustion resumes sporadically. For the eight and ten unit injection
tests with this fuel, the equivalence ratio falls to only slightly below 0.60 for several cycles
and increases rapidly to a value greater than 0.65 which results in more firing cycles early in
the start-up. For the heavier fuel, the equivalence ratio, in several instances, drops to values
below 0.50. The low equivalence ratio remains very low for longer than it did in the tests
with the more volatile gasoline, not reaching a value greater than 0.65 until some time
around cycle fifty. It is apparent that in the early cycles of the test, less fuel makes its way to
the cylinder for the lower volatility fuel, and poorer combustion performance results.
Additionally, the T5o point for fuel 810-P is 220 F greater than that for fuel 809-P while their
Tio points are nearly identical. Thus, the gasoline's middle-weight components are very
influential in forming the initial in-cylinder mixture.
Figure 5.40 shows the fraction of the fuel injected during cycle one for each test
which was vaporized and appeared in the cylinder for that cycle. In general, the fraction of
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the injected fuel vaporized decreases as the mass injected is increased. For the less volatile
fuel 810-P, the fraction vaporized is three to five percent lower than for fuel 809-P. Of the
fifteen units of fuel injected during cycle one of the fuel 811-P start-up, only eight percent is
vaporized during cycle one. It is important to note that this figure represents an estimate
that was made as there was no in-cylinder FID data available for this test to support the
conclusion.
Figure 5.41 shows the variation in the percentage of steady-state GIMEP for each
cycle of the baseline test with fuel 810-P (eight unit injection) plotted versus the equivalence
ratio as determined from fast FID analysis. As the GIMEP value for normal combustion
events should vary proportionally with the mass of fuel in the charge, the values for
normally-firing cycles should fall along the dashed line shown in the graph for which the
fraction of steady-state GIMEP equals the fraction of stoichiometric fuel mass in the cylinder
(i.e. fuel-air equivalence ratio). The motivation behind this plot is to define the lowest
equivalence ratio at which engine fires (lean misfire limit) and at roughly what conditions
stable combustion is established. This information is vital to engine manufacturers in
determining an effective starting strategy. Little prior evidence has been presented to verify
these in-cylinder conditions required for combustion at lean conditions; however, it is
generally accepted that the engine begins to fire when the in-cylinder fuel-air equivalence
ratio reaches a value of 0.70.
The graph shows that for very low amounts of fuel ((D= 0.5 to 0.6), no firing cycles
occur as the lean misfire limit has not been exceeded. The first cycle with positive GIMEP
appears at an equivalence ratio of 0.6, but the GIMEP is very low for that cycle. This
indicates that the cycle may have quenched during combustion due to the extremely lean
conditions in the cylinder. At equivalence ratios from 0.6 to 0.7, many misfires occur, but
many cycles with positive GIMEP are also present. All cycles have a GIMEP significantly
lower than the proportionality between the fraction of steady-state GIMEP and fraction of
stoichiometric fuel mass in the charge. This probably occurs mainly due to in-cylinder bulk
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quenching of the very dilute fuel-air mixture. The combustion continues to improve for
equivalence ratios greater than (D= 0.7. Most cycles still fall below the proportionality line;
however, as the equivalence ratio nears 0.8 most cycles approach this limit. In the region of
cD= 0.7 to 0.8, the low GIMEP is more likely due to late combustion than to partial burning.
No misfiring cycles are evident at equivalence ratios greater than 0.72. Between values of
cD= 0.8 to 0.9, the combustion is very good. Most cycles fall around the proportionality line
with more cycles nearing the line as the charge approaches cD= 0.9. In the range D= 0.9 to
1.0, all cycles but one fall close to the expected trend indicating very stable combustion with
nearly all of the fuel burned. The one extremely high value of equivalence ratio (0c 1.1)
corresponds to the second cycle from start. The GIMEP is slightly lower than the
proportionality limit because the excess fuel in a rich cycle contributes little extra work
output since the charge is air-limited. Also, a larger degree of inaccuracy is associated with
the measurement for this cycle as the residual gas fraction is highly speculative for cycles
early in the test.
5.2.2 Fuel Accounting Results- Baseline Comparison
The final analysis performed on the data sets consisted of calculating the amount of
fuel which was not counted in the measurements taken. It was calculated by subtracting the
mass of fuel burned and mass of HC exhaust emissions from the mass of fuel injected for that
cycle. The quantity is representative of the amount of fuel which escapes the combustion
process either by liquid or vapor transport to the crankcase and the mass of fuel retained in
the intake port and cylinder as a steady-state liquid fuel film.
Figure 5.42 shows the fuel unaccounted-for results for the eight unit test with fuel
809-P. In the first injection a huge amount of the fuel injected is not accounted for. The
percentage of fuel which is not counted is roughly 86 percent of the fuel injected. The
following two cycles show much lower values of fuel not measured. The fuel from the
injections during these cycles is probably complemented by the fuel remaining in the intake
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port from the first injection resulting in the lower values than shown in the other cycles at
this time.
Once the engine begins to fire and misfire alternately, the analysis becomes more
complex and the results are in error resulting in large masses of fuel not measured in each
cycle. The difficulties in this portion of the test result from several phenomena. First, there
appears to be an error in the pressure data. Just before TDC of the compression stroke, the
pressure signal departs from linearity. Figure 5.44 shQws an example of this behavior. On
the log P- log V plot, the pressure rise during compression should appear linear due to
polytropic compression. Just prior to the minimum volume, the transducer signal appears to
deviate from the expected linear behavior. This results in a low pressure measurement
during this portion of the cycle, and hence, the heat release rate is negative for this portion of
the cycle when it should be zero. The cumulative effect of the error is that the integrated
mass burned profile is too low sometimes by as much as ten percent. The effects are most
significant in cycles where little fuel is burned as the error typically accounts for a relatively
constant magnitude of error in the mass burned estimate. The cause of the error is
unknown, but there are several possible explanations.
First, the transducer may be too sensitive to the thermal transients it experiences
when starting from a cold condition. Rapid heating and cooling as the flame front passes the
transducer may alter its output. Additionally, as the engine misfires for many cycles in every
test, significant amounts of liquid fuel must accumulate inside the cylinder. Some of this fuel
may impinge on the transducer, affecting its performance. Finally, the negative heat release
rate may not be due to pressure measurement error. With large amounts of liquid fuel in the
cylinder, liquid fuel evaporation may occur during the cycle within the cylinder. The effect of
fuel vaporization is to cool the charge. Charge cooling results in a lower pressure trace than
predicted by the polytropic compression relation. Liquid fuel evaporation is evidenced by
variations in the ratio of specific heat capacities (y) during compression. The change in y
may be the cause of the departure from linearity in the pressure data. Due to the
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appearance of this effect in every cycle and the magnitude of the effect, it was thought to be
unlikely that this much liquid fuel evaporation actually occurs. The magnitude of the effect
decreases over time so that it is barely noticeable at the end of one minute of operation. This
gives support to the theory that the effect may be caused by liquid fuel in the cylinder as the
mass of liquid fuel in the cylinder almost certainly decreases as the engine warms up.
However, it is also possible that the decrease in the effect as the engine warms up is due to a
more stable temperature for the pressure transducer as it warms up in unison with the
cylinder head.
While the quantitative results of the fuel accounting analysis are subject to large
inaccuracies, some valuable information can be gleaned by comparing one test for both fuel
809-P and 810-P. Figure 5.43 shows the result of the fuel accounting analysis for fuel 810-P
in the baseline (eight unit) injection test.
For the fuel 809-P test, Figure 5.42 shows that there are large discrepancies in the
mass of fuel not counted once the engine begins firing sporadically (cycles 5 to 40 roughly).
The cycles which show high masses of fuel uncounted are due to cycles which burn late in the
expansion stroke. The burn rate analysis is relatively insensitive to late combustion so the
mass burned estimates for these cycles is low; however, the charge continues to burn during
the exhaust process and little HC remains when sampled by the fast FID probe downstream.
This effect is not accounted for in the typical analysis of the fuel accounting measurements
and can be avoided by adopting a more complex fuel injection strategy which ensures few
misfires or partial burning cycles.
Once this behavior has ended, the mass of fuel uncounted is nearly the same for most
cycles in the same time period. This value is approximately 6 mg (roughly 38 percent of the
injected fuel) around cycle fifty. It decreases rapidly between cycles 50 to 250. After cycle
250, the value appears to reach steady-state. This happens on the same timescale as the
build-up of fuel vapor concentration in the cylinder; therefore, it appears that for volatile
gasolines the liquid fuel contributes little to the build-up of the in-cylinder charge. The
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steady-state value achieved by the end of one minute is 0.8 mg (roughly five percent of the
injected fuel mass). The steady-state level changes little over the next twenty minutes of
operation. It is unlikely that this much fuel remains as liquid when the intake surfaces are
fully warmed up. The steady-state level may be caused by inaccuracies- mainly in the burn-
rate analysis due to uncertainties in the heat transfer model which affects the mass-burning
rate estimation late in the expansion process or errors in the air mass flow rate- or it may
signify a fuel pathway which has not been included in the analysis. One possible significant
mechanism not accounted for is the burn-up of HC in the exhaust prior to sampling by the
fast FID.
For fuel 810-P, the initial trends are similar. Again, the fuel mass not observed n
cycle one is 87 percent of the injected mass. However, the mass of fuel vapor for this cycle is
only 16.5 percent of the injected fuel. For cycle one with fuel 809-P, it was 19.6 percent.
Once misfiring occurs (roughly cycles 10 to 40), the mass of fuel unaccounted for levels out at
roughly 6.2 mg per cycle- thirty nine percent of the injected fuel. It is interesting to note that
for the two fuels, the mass of fuel unaccounted for is almost identical early in the start-up
process. As the mass of fuel vapor in the case of fuel 810-P is lower than for fuel 809-P, this
suggests that liquid fuel transport into the cylinder is higher initially with fuel 810-P. This
fuel must appear in the exhaust emissions to be counted by the procedure since the engine is
not firing during this period of the fuel 810-P test. Cycles 40 to 100 are subject to the same
wide fluctuations in the fuel mass uncounted calculations as observed in the test of the more
volatile gasoline. The large number of high fuel unaccounted for values signals the
occurrence of many cycles in which combustion occurs late in the expansion process and
continues in the exhaust port. While these cycles provide little work output, they are
beneficial from an emissions standpoint in that most of the charge burns even in the event of
an extremely lean cycle caused by cycle-by-cycle variations in the mass of fuel vapor supplied
to the cylinder. Thus, while extremely lean cycles have an adverse effect on vehicle
drivability, they do not significantly increase HC emissions under these test conditions as
long as the lean misfire criteria is met.
Once stable combustion resumes after cycle 100, the fuel mass uncounted decreases
in a manner consistent with the in-cylinder vapor concentration buildup as in the earlier test
with more volatile fuel. Due to slower, vaporization rates for the fuel, the fuel mass
unaccounted for decreases more gradually. By the end of one minute the mass unaccounted
for is still 12.5 percent of the injected fuel. By the end of five minutes of operation, the mass
unaccounted for has decreased to a value consistent with the lighter fuel (- 5 percent). The
lower volatility of the fuel allows a much greater time for liquid fuel to accumulate in the
intake port and cylinder.
5.2.3 Results of Single Cycle Burn Rate Analysis
Figures 5.44 through 5.56 display the results of the one-zone burn rate analysis for
several sets of five data cycles taken at various stages of the start-up for the eight unit
injection test with fuel 809-P. The burned fraction results shown actually correspond to the
mass of fuel burned as a function of crank angle normalized by the stoichiometric mass of
fuel for that cycle. Most normal burn rate plots show a maximum mass fraction burned value
in the range of 0.92 to 0.98. These plots show much smaller numbers due to the
normalization scheme when the in-cylinder mixture is lean of stoichiometry. This results
because the fuel chemical energy release is much smaller than the amount of fuel chemical
energy released by the stoichiometric charge. To calculate the in-cylinder thermodynamic
parameters, the actual mass of fuel in the cylinder was used. This was calculated by the
method detailed in Chapter 4. Therefore, the normalization does not affect the actual mass
of fuel burned result. It only affects the peak mass fraction burned shown in the graph.
Figures 5.45 through 5.50 display the burn-rate analysis results and the measured
cylinder pressure throughout the first twenty cycles of the eight unit injection fuel 809-P
start-up. The combustion behavior in the first five cycles is very dynamic due to the first
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pulse enrichment. The pressure rise in cycle one is slightly delayed from optimum. This
occurs most likely due to the extremely rich in-cylinder conditions. This cycle burns
completely (i.e. maximum fraction burned - 0.95), and the 10-90 percent burn angle is
around twenty-five degrees. The following cycle experiences a very rapid pressure rise and
peak pressure occurs shortly after TDC. The charge in this cycle is near stoichiometric;
therefore, the charge burns very rapidly as it is not yet diluted by residual gas. The peak
fraction burned for this cycle is somewhat less than ninety percent probably indicating an
error in pressure measurement due to the thermal transient experienced by the transducer
at this time. Cycle three shows similar behavior with a slightly low peak burned fraction
resulting. The negative mass burning rate for this cycle is definitely due to a pressure
measurement error as the indicated pressure was negative during the exhaust stroke. Cycle
four shows extremely degraded combustion quality reaching the maximum burning rate near
500 ATC. This is a result of the decrease in in-cylinder y,HC to a very lean value. Finally, a
complete misfire occurs in cycle five as the effects of the first injection enrichment are no
longer significant.
Between cycles six to ten, only one complete misfire occurs; however, the combustion
is extremely slow due to the lean in-cylinder charge at this stage of the start-up. The peak
burned fractions are extremely low for these cycles. Even a very lean charge would result in
higher maximum burned fraction results if it fired completely. Additionally, the burning rate
is still positive at exhaust valve opening (1320 ATC). The charge continues to burn as it is
displaced from the cylinder and flows into the exhaust port. This explains the reason for the
discrepancy between the in-cylinder and exhaust port y,HC values measured in these cycles
which appeared to misfire from the GIMEP. The low GIMEP resulted from a very late
pressure rise.
Cycles eleven through fifteen behave somewhat differently. Only one of these cycles
has a substantial pressure rise, but it is apparent that combustion is still proceeding as the
exhaust valve opens. One cycle completely misfires. Three others show a very slight rise in
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pressure around 300 ATC. The apparent combustion event is short-lived. The end of the
combustion event being this early indicates that bulk quenching occurred due to local lean
regions in the cylinder. The following five cycles show similar behavior. Two cycles have
noticeable combustion events which extend into the exhaust valve open period. The other
three appear to misfire entirely. The pressure data for these cycles (Figure 5.50) shows no
rise in pressure near TDC. The combustion all occurs late in the expansion stroke resulting
in extremely low GIMEP.
Figures 5.51 through 5.53 show the results of the analysis for cycles 28 to 42. Nearly
every cycle has some amount of combustion. Most have the rate-limited combustion which is
not finished by the end of the expansion stroke. Several, however, show evidence of having
completed combustion by exhaust valve opening. One occurs between cycle 28 and 32 with
two more occurring between cycle 38 and 42. The end of combustion can be seen as the
plateauing of the burned fraction curve before exhaust valve opening. The charge for these
cycles is very lean, however, as seen from the very low peak mass fraction burned result (60
to 70 percent). By cycle 71, combustion appears to be stabilized with relatively the same
burned fraction profiles for each cycle (Figure 5.54).
Figures 5.55 and 5.56 display the burned fraction and mass burning rate profiles as
well as the measured cylinder pressure for the engine once combustion has stabilized and the
charge is nearly stoichiometric. This occurs at about 300 cycles from start. All cycles show
nearly identical profiles for both plots. The combustion is complete as the signal plateaus at
approximately 300 ATC, indicating the completion of combustion. The 10-90 percent burn
angle is approximately twenty-five degrees. Combustion is rapid since the charge is near its
optimal combustion equivalence ratio. The cylinder pressure traces are relatively similar.
Peak pressure occurs slightly after TDC at 100 ATC near maximum brake torque timing.
Figure 5.57 displays another possible source for error in the fuel accounting results.
The figure shows several exhaust gas HC traces taken under both warmed-up and cold
conditions. Under cold conditions, there is a large spike of HC which leaves the cylinder near
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exhaust valve opening. The spike has been attributed to gases from the rolled-up wall vortex
escaping from the cylinder. Gases in the wall vortex are believed to have higher HC
concentrations than the bulk burned gas volume in the cylinder. This effect may be
increased significantly under cold conditions in which there may be liquid fuel existing on the
oil layer of the cylinder wall resulting from impingement of liquid fuel droplets on the wall
during intake. Since the exhaust y,HC measurement for this work was averaged at a later
stage in the exhaust stroke, significant amounts of exhausted fuel may not appear in the fuel
accounting analysis. This effect is shown to be much less significant when the engine is
warm, and should not affect the fuel accounting noticeably at that time. In the future, it may
be necessary to mass integrate the exhaust HC trace to account for this fuel close to the start
of the test.
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Figure 5.1 : Behavior of gross indicated mean effective pressure for fuel 809-P:
1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.46 bar, spark timing @ 23 0 BTC, first injection = 6 units.
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Figure 5.2 : Behavior of in-cylinder y,HC for fuel 809-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.46 bar,
spark timing @ 23 o BTC, first injection = 6 units.
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Figure 5.3 : Behavior of exhaust y,HC for fuel 809-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.46 bar,
spark timing @ 23 o BTC, first injection = 6 units.
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Figure 5.4 : Behavior of in-cylinder overall equivalence ratio measured by UEGO
sensor for fuel 809-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.46 bar, spark timing @ 23 o BTC, first
injection = 6 units.
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Figure 5.5 : Behavior of gross indicated mean effective pressure for fuel 809-P:
1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.46 bar, spark timing @ 23 o BTC, first injection = 4 units.
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Figure 5.6 : Behavior of in-cylinder y,HC for fuel 809-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.46 bar,
spark timing @ 23 o BTC, first injection = 4 units.
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: Behavior of exhaust y,Hc for fuel 809-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.46 bar,
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Figure 5.8 : Behavior of in-cylinder overall equivalence ratio measured by UEGO
sensor for fuel 809-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.46 bar, spark timing @ 23 o BTC, first
injection = 4 units.
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Figure 5.9 : Behavior of gross indicated mean effective pressure for fuel 809-P:
1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.46 bar, spark timing @ 23 o BTC, first injection = 8 units.
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Figure 5.10 : Behavior of in-cylinder y,HC for fuel 809-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.46
bar, spark timing @ 23 o BTC, first injection = 8 units.
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Figure 5.11 : Behavior of exhaust y,HC for fuel 809-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.46 bar,
spark timing @ 23 o BTC, first injection = 8 units.
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Figure 5.12 : Behavior of in-cylinder overall equivalence ratio measured by
UEGO sensor for fuel 809-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.46 bar, spark timing @ 23 o BTC,
first injection = 8 units.
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Figure 5.13 : Behavior of gross indicated mean effective pressure for fuel 809-P:
1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.49 bar, spark timing @ 23 o BTC, first injection = 10 units.
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Figure 5.14 : Behavior of in-cylinder y,HC for fuel 809-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.49
bar, spark timing @ 23o BTC, first injection = 10 units.
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igure 5.15 : Behavior of exhaust y,HC for fuel 809-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.49 bar,
spark timing @ 23 o BTC, first injection = 10 units.
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Figure 5.16 : Behavior of in-cylinder overall equivalence ratio measured by
UEGO sensor for fuel 809-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.49 bar, spark timing @ 23 o BTC,
first injection = 10 units.
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Figure 5.17 : Behavior of gross indicated mean effective pressure for fuel 810-P:
1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.46 bar, spark timing ( 23 o BTC, first injection = 8units.
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Figure 5.18 : Behavior of in-cylinder y,Hc for fuel 810-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.46
bar, spark timing @ 23o BTC, first injection = 8 units.
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Figure 5.19 : Behavior of exhaust y,HC for fuel 810-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.46 bar,
spark timing @ 23 o BTC, first injection = 8 units.
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Figure 5.20: Behavior of in-cylinder overall equivalence ratio measured by UEGO
sensor for fuel 810-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.46 bar, spark timing @ 23 o BTC, first
injection = 8 units.
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Figure 5.21 : Behavior of gross indicated mean effective pressure for fuel 810-P:
1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.46 bar, spark timing @ 23 o BTC, first injection = 6 units.
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Figure 5.22 : Behavior of in-cylinder y,Hc for fuel 810-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.46
bar, spark timing @ 230 BTC, first injection = 6 units.
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Figure 5.23 : Behavior of exhaust y,Hec for fuel 810-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.46 bar,
spark timing @ 23 o BTC, first injection = 6 units.
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Figure 5.24 : Behavior of in-cylinder overall equivalence ratio measured by
UEGO sensor for fuel 810-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.46 bar, spark timing @ 23 o BTC,
first injection = 6 units.
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Figure 5.25 : Behavior of gross indicated mean effective pressure for fuel 810-P:
1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.48 bar, spark timing @ 23 o BTC, first injection = 10 units.
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Figure 5.26 : Behavior of in-cylinder y,HC for fuel 810-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.48
bar, spark timing @ 230 BTC, first injection = 10 units.
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Figure 5.27 : Behavior of exhaust y,HC for fuel 810-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.48 bar,
spark timing @ 23 o BTC, first injection = 10 units.
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Figure 5.28 : Behavior of in-cylinder overall equivalence ratio measured by
UEGO sensor for fuel 810-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.48 bar, spark timing @ 23 o BTC,
first injection = 10 units.
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Figure 5.29 : Behavior of gross indicated mean effective pressure for fuel 810-P:
1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.46 bar, spark timing @ 23 o BTC, first injection = 12 units.
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Figure 5.30 : Behavior of in-cylinder y,HC for fuel 810-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.46
bar, spark timing @ 23o BTC, first injection = 12 units.
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Figure 5.31 : Behavior of exhaust y,HC for fuel 810-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.46 bar,
spark timing @ 23 o BTC, first injection = 12 units.
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Figure 5.32 : Behavior of in-cylinder overall equivalence ratio measured by
UEGO sensor for fuel 810-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.46 bar, spark timing @ 23 o BTC,
first injection = 12 units.
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Figure 5.33 : Behavior of gross indicated mean effective pressure for fuel 811-P:
1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.53 bar, spark timing @ 23 o BTC, first injection = 15 units.
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Figure 5.34 : Behavior of exhaust y,Hc for fuel 811-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.53 bar,
spark timing @ 23 o BTC, first injection = 15 units.
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Figure 5.35 : Behavior of in-cylinder overall equivalence ratio measured by
UEGO sensor for fuel 811-P: 1000 rpm, IMAP = 0.53 bar, spark timing @ 23 o BTC,
first injection = 15 units.
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Figure 5.36 : Comparison of Fast FID Calculation of Fuel-Air Equivalence Ratio
vs. UEGO Reading for Fuel 809-P, [Top = 6 Unit Baseline Injection, Bottom = 4
Unit Injection].
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Figure 5.37 : Comparison of Fast FID Calculation of Fuel-Air Equivalence Ratio
vs. UEGO Reading for Fuel 809-P, [Top = 8 Unit Injection, Bottom = 10 Unit
Injection].
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Figure 5.38 : Comparison of Fast FID Calculation of Fuel-Air Equivalence Ratio
vs. UEGO Reading for Fuel 810-P, [Top = 8 Unit Baseline Injection, Bottom = 6
Unit Injection].
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Figure 5.39 : Comparison of Fast FID Calculation of Fuel-Air Equivalence Ratio
vs. UEGO Reading for Fuel 810-P, [Top = 10 Unit Baseline Injection, Bottom = 12
Unit Injection].
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Figure 5.41 : Effect of Equivalence Ratio on Gross Indicated Mean Effective
Pressure for the Fuel 810-P Baseline Test.
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Figure 5.42 : Mass of Fuel Uncounted for Fuel 809-P (DI = 1172, IMAP=0.46 bar,
Spark Timing @ 23o BTC, 1000 rpm, 8 Unit Injection).
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Figure 5.43 : Mass of Fuel Uncounted for Fuel 810-P (DI = 1254, IMAP=0.46 bar,
Spark Timing @ 230 BTC, 1000 rpm, 8 Unit Injection).
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Figure 5.44 : Log P-Log V Plot of Measured Cylinder Pressure Six Cycles From
Start. (Note the curvature during the compression stroke.)
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Figure 5.45 : Mass Fraction Burned and Chemical Energy Release Rate Plots for
Cycles 1 to 5 for Fuel 809-P (IMAP=0.46 bar, Spark Timing @ 23o BTC, 1000 rpm, 8
Unit Injection).
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Figure 5.46 : Pressure Trace and log P- log V Plots for Cycles 1 to 5 for Fuel 809-P
(IMAP=0.46 bar, Spark Timing @ 230 BTC, 1000 rpm, 8 Unit Injection).
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Figure 5.47 : Mass Fraction Burned and Chemical Energy Release Rate Plots for
Cycles 6 to 10 for Fuel 809-P (IMAP=0.46 bar, Spark Timing @ 23o BTC, 1000 rpm, 8
Unit Injection).
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Figure 5.48 : Mass Fraction Burned and Chemical Energy Release Rate Plots for
Cycles 11 to 15 for Fuel 809-P (IMAP=0.46 bar, Spark Timing @ 230 BTC, 1000 rpm,
8 Unit Injection).
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Figure 5.49 : Mass Fraction Burned and Chemical Energy Release Rate Plots for
Cycles 16 to 20 for Fuel 809-P (IMAP=0.46 bar, Spark Timing @ 230 BTC, 1000 rpm,
8 Unit Injection).
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Figure 5.50 : Pressure Trace and log P- log V Plots for Cycles 16 to 20 for Fuel
809-P (IMAP=0.46 bar, Spark Timing @ 23o BTC, 1000 rpm, 8 Unit Injection).
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Figure 5.51: Mass Fraction Burned and Chemical Energy Release Rate Plots for
Cycles 28 to 32 for Fuel 809-P (IMAP=0.46 bar, Spark Timing @ 23o BTC, 1000 rpm,
8 Unit Injection).
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Figure 5.52 : Mass Fraction Burned and Chemical Energy Release Rate Plots for
Cycles 33 to 37 for Fuel 809-P (IMAP=0.46 bar, Spark Timing @ 230 BTC, 1000 rpm,
8 Unit Injection).
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Figure 5.53 : Mass Fraction Burned and Chemical Energy Release Rate Plots for
Cycles 38 to 42 for Fuel 809-P (IMAP=0.46 bar, Spark Timing @ 23o BTC, 1000 rpm,
8 Unit Injection).
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Figure 5.54: Mass Fraction Burned and Chemical Energy Release Rate Plots for
Cycles 71 to 75 for Fuel 809-P (IMAP=0.46 bar, Spark Timing @ 23 o BTC, 1000 rpm,
8 Unit Injection).
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Figure 5.55: Mass Fraction Burned and Chemical Energy Release Rate Plots for
Cycles 301 to 305 for Fuel 809-P (IMAP=0.46 bar, Spark Timing @ 23o BTC, 1000
rpm, 8 Unit Injection).
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Figure 5.56 : Pressure Trace and log P- log V Plots for Cycles 301 to 305 for Fuel
809-P (IMAP=0.46 bar, Spark Timing @ 230 BTC, 1000 rpm, 8 Unit Injection).
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Ensuring stable combustion and low exhaust HC emissions during the process of
starting a spark ignition engine from cold conditions is complex. Clearly, the mechanism of
mixture preparation in a cold engine is involved and little is known about how fuels behave
within the intake port and cylinder at this stage of engine operation. Fuel volatility plays a
key role in the mixture preparation. Better understanding of the effect of fuel volatility on
the mixture preparation process is vital to meeting the often conflicting objectives of
obtaining low cold start HC emissions without sacrificing vehicle drivability. This work was
an attempt to provide further insight into how fuel volatility influences the amount, of
injected fuel which is vaporized and participates directly in the combustion event of that
cycle. Furthermore, it was intended to observe how variations in fuel vaporization due to
volatility differences impacted combustion stability and engine-out HC emissions during
starting and warm-up.
A simplified cold start test procedure was developed which measured how much fuel
per cycle was injected, how much fuel vaporized and entered the cylinder, how much fuel
burned during the combustion event, and how much fuel was exhausted as unburned HC.
The test involved making measurements of in-cylinder fuel vapor concentration prior to
ignition using a fast-response flame ionization detector. This measurement is more useful
than exhaust gas analysis methods in that it makes a valid measurement regardless of
whether or not the engine fires during that cycle.
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The important results of this work may be stated as follows:
1. The in-cylinder fast FID measured fuel-air equivalence ratio matches the results
obtained via exhaust gas analysis methods under firing conditions when the exhaust gas
signal is valid for charge equivalence ratio determination. The calculation of this term
requires extensive knowledge of the composition of the in-cylinder residual gases. The
method described herein appears to have worked well.
2. The effects of injection enrichment typically used in order to start the engine
when cold are very short-lived. The fuel vapor concentration in the cylinder reaches a
minimum value four to six cycles after starting with normal gasoline. The first cycle
enrichment often leads to a rich in-cylinder mixture in cycles one or two. This implies that
a more suitable start-up injection strategy than the one presented would use lower injected
fuel masses for each cycle, but enriched injections should be provided for more than just the
first one or two cycles.
3. The fraction of fuel injected during the first cycle which vaporizes is generally
twenty to thirty percent of the injected mass for the normal gasoline. The fraction vaporized
decreases as the fuel mass injected increases. As the fuel drivability index (DI) increase
from 1172 to 1254, three to five percent less fuel vaporizes in cycle one.
4. The duration of first cycle injection effects varies both with the mass of fuel
injected and the volatility of the fuel. Larger injected fuel masses result in longer-lasting
effects. Lower volatility fuels effect the mixture preparation for a longer time as a higher
fraction of the injected fuel mass is retained in the intake port.
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5. Once the effects of initial enrichment have dissipated. the engine combustion is
very poor. Most cycles either misfire or result in combustion which is very delayed and
continues as the charge is displaced into the exhaust port. Also, during this phase of warm-
up, the events of the prior cycle appear to effect the combustion quality of the current cycle
due to extremely lean conditions and the presence of residual burned gas which further
dilutes the charge.
5. The combustion quality for the cycles immediately following the cycle in which
the minimum fuel vapor concentration occurred is highly influenced by the volatility of the
fuel. The fuel with a drivability index of 1172 (normal gasoline) began firing consistently
again by cycle forty. For the fuel with a drivability index of 1254, stable combustion was
precluded due to poor fuel vaporization for another twenty to forty cycles.
6. The engine begins to fire when the in-cylinder equivalence ratio is between 0.60
to 0.70; no misfiring cycles occur once the equivalence ratio rises above 0.70 but combustion
is still poor due to the slow burn rate for a lean charge. Combustion is generally consistent
with a high work output for all cycles for which the equivalence ratio is greater than 0.90.
7. For a fuel with a DI of 1172. the initial fuel-air equivalence ratio resulting from a
stoichiometric injection is approximately 0.60 to 0.65. For a fuel with a DI of 1254, the
resulting equivalence ratio for the same injection is 0.55 to 0.60 This results in more stable
combustion early in the warm-up process for a more volatile fuel. The main parameter
responsible for the poorer vaporization is the fuel's T.5o distillation point.
8. Gasoline with an extremely high T90 temperature and a DI of 1314 does not
experience significantly poorer combustion than for the 1254 DI gasoline: however. high T.,,J
results in nearly twice the engine-out HC emissions.
While the results of this analysis show that the fuel volatility has a large impact on
the fuel vaporization and thus, the combustion quality during the start-up procedure, one
must be careful in applying these results to a real engine start. The starting injection
strategy used resulted in misfiring for many cycles. Therefore, large amounts of liquid fuel
accumulated in the cylinder during these cycles. This may exaggerate the effects of liquid
fuel on the engine-out HC emissions. In order to extend these results to a real engine
environment, further tests should be performed in an engine under production control
which is started by a starter motor. This may require some modification to the in-cylinder
FID sampling equipment to account for the transient flow behavior under these conditions.
Additionally, one must be careful to verify the accuracy of the pressure data used in the
burn-rate analysis as it is one of the most sensitive parameters in the analysis. This may
require the use of a pressure transducer that has a low sensitivity to temperature
variations.
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